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Abstract

Speech communication is a trait of human species. It is the most natural and convenient

means of interpersonal interaction and information acquisition. Normally, we can quickly

and accurately understand the meaning of spoken language based on our acquired linguistic

knowledge. Also, we can precisely control articulatory movements via appropriate speech

planning, motor programming and auditory feedback. These seemingly quite flexible and

easy operations, however, require extremely complex brain network coordination. With the

mutual development and continuous interactions, there is a tight link formed between the

speech comprehension and production systems, called the ’speech chain’. Understanding

the principles governing the neural dynamics related to the speech chain remains to be an

unmet goal within neuroscience. Recent brain imaging advances have contributed abun-

dant of anatomical and functional cortical localizations and neural pathways. However, it is

not sufficient for us to form a comprehensive understanding of the organizational principles

underlying the local computation and long-range communication across multi-scale brain

networks. Our study aims to unravel the speech production and comprehension mystery

by probing into the neural oscillatory mechanisms and reconstructing the temporal-spatial-

spectral brain network dynamics in a series of listening and speaking tasks. Technically, we

utilized a multi-modal data acquisition system, which includes a high-density (128-channel)

electroencephalography (EEG) recorder, an eye movement tracking system, and an electret

condenser microphone. Experimentally, we designed a word listening task and a sentence

oral reading task to explore speech processing at different linguistic scales and along suc-

cessive functional stages. Materially, we take advantage of distinctive Chinese properties

(e.g., uniformity and rhythmicity) to address some linguistic controversies that have not

been settled in other languages. Computationally, we performed EEG artifact reduction,

source reconstruction, effective connectivity estimation, and cross-frequency coupling (CFC)
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evaluation, etc. These developed methods enable us to investigate some interesting topics,

such as the motor theory of speech perception, the syntactic and semantic effects in sen-

tence phrase building, and the interactive nature of the speech perception-production loops.

By incorporating prevailing theoretical and computational frameworks with our results in

the brain network dynamics and CFC patterns, we proposed a neurofunctional model of

speech production and comprehension (SPAC) to explain the dynamic, hierarchical and in-

teractive organization of speech functions. The SPAC model (1) considers the active nature

of the speech functions with top-down regulations from higher cognition; (2) extends the

framework up to the sentence level with the consideration of syntactic and semantic effects

on low-level sensorimotor processing. (3) complements earlier anatomical and functional

models with spatiotemporal brain network dynamics. (4) indicates bidirectional information

flows in the dorsal stream for speech production and ventral stream for speech comprehen-

sion. (5) explains with CFC mechanisms for the bridging of linguistic form diversities and

representational hierarchies, as well as the bidirectional interactions between the bottom-up

sensory input and top-down cognitive regulations. The SPAC model is supposed to forward

our understanding of the speech chain from a more comprehensive perspective.

Key words: Speech production and comprehension, cross-frequency coupling, brain

network dynamics, EEG source reconstruction, SPAÇ model.
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Chapter1

Introduction

Brain research of speech functions roots back to the lesions studies in the 19th century and

even earlier. Recent advances in neuroimaging techniques provided us with wider opportu-

nities to investigate finer speech operations in healthy subjects. This chapter introduces the

history of these neurolinguistic studies, technological advancement, and the current issues

that remain to be overcome. It leads to the motivation and originality of the current study.

At the end, the structures of the following chapters will be outlined.

1.1 Background

Since the first discovery that language functions are directly related to brain tissue, people

have been interested in understanding the neural basis of language. For many centuries,

there are many diseases and/or types of injury to the human brain that lead to language dis-

turbances, and these are important for us to understand the basic neurobiology and develop

treatments for conditions that affect language [1]. During the 19th century, brain research

was mainly observational and autopsy driven [2, 3], which offered fundamental knowledge

about the loci of speech perception and production. The 20th century witnessed the advent

of brain imaging techniques such as electroencephalography (EEG) [4], magnetoencephalog-

raphy (MEG) [5], and magnet resonance imaging (MRI), which can be used in vivo to image

cognitive functions in the brain (fMRI) as well as gray matter anatomy and white matter
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fiber tracts (diffusion-weighted MRI) [6]. These new methodologies has lead to a consider-

able increase in brain-based language studies and greatly improved our understanding of the

cognitive function of language. Below is a historic review of these backgrounds.

1.1.1 Lesion studies

The biological basis of human thought has been an important focus of attention in medicine,

with particular interest in the brain basis of language sparked by the famous patients of

Pierre Paul Broca (1861) in the mid 19th century [2]. In postmortem inspection, Broca

found that some neuroanotomical damage in the left posterior inferior frontal gyrus could

cause severe difficulty in fluid speaking. This region is now known as Broca’s area. Broca’

work not only established the principle of localization, but also introduced the notion of

hemispheric differences.

The era of brain localization for language blossomed after this with the famous doctoral

dissertation of Wernicke (1874) Based on deficit-lesion correlations of postmortem dissections

[3] Wernicke localized recognition of sound images of words to the posterior superior temporal

lobe (now known as Wernicke’s area) and representations of motor images of words to the

inferior frontal lobe (the Broca’s area). He hypothesized that words as supramodal linguistic

units emerge from an interaction between distant temporal and frontal areas, thus reconciled

the principle of localized functions with a connectionist framework [7].

Lichtheim (1885) later translated Wernicke’s ideas into illustrative diagrams, formulating

a three-component model of language, in which Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas are intercon-

nected via a hypothetical (not anatomically localized) ’concept center’ involved in semantic

processing. This model became the standard reference for clinicians to predict aphasic syn-

dromes from lesions of either a center or a connection.

Norman Geschwind recapitulated and added to the language ’center’ models that pre-

ceded him and presented a reconceptualized ’connectionist’ view of the brain mechanisms of

language, and culminated with the classic Wernicke-Lichtheim-Geschwind model [8].
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The classical Wernicke-Lichtheim-Geschwind model of the neurobiology of language. The Lichtheim’s “House” model for aphasia

Paul Broca Carl Wernicke Brain with a lesion causing Wernicke’s aphasiaBrain with a lesion causing Broca’s aphasia

A B

C D

Figure 1.1: Early lesion studies and models for aphasia. (A) Paul Broca and the brain with
a lesion causing Broca’s aphasia. (B) Carl Wernicke and the brain with a lesion causing
Wernicke’s aphasia. (C) The classical Wernicke-Lichtheim-Geschwind model of the neuro-
biology of language. Broca’s area and Wernicke’s area are connected by a large bundle of
nerve fibres called the arcuate fasciculus. (D) The Lichtheim’s ’House’ model for aphasia. A
represents the center for sound images; M is the center for movement images; B is the center
for concepts; a is the acoustic pathway and m is the motor pathway. 1–7 represent various
forms of aphasia, depending on the destruction of a center or pathway.

Figure 1.1 depicts these early lesion studies and the models of speech processing based

on aphasia. By their very nature, lesion analysis studies tend to relate single foci of brain

injury to single psychological or linguistic phenomena. The classic models derived from these

lesions studies saw the language system as highly specialised and clearly defined, which has

been quite successful in giving insights into the neurobiology of language. However, it is

obsolete and no longer fit for purpose [9].

1.1.2 Cognitive neuroscience

In the past decade of the 20th century, the advent of high-resolution functional brain imaging

has dramatically changed the conduct of studies of brain and behavior [10]. These applica-
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tions allow us to examine healthy subjects when they perform particular cognitive tasks [11].

Below I’ll brief introduce the major techniques applied in cognitive studies, their advantages

and limitations.

1.1.2.1 Brain imaging techniques

The commonly applied neuroanatomical techniques include:

(1) X-ray Computed Tomography (CT), which is constructed based on the differences in

x-ray absorption.

(2) Structural Magnetic Resonance Imaging (sMRI), which is constructed based on the

differences in the radio frequency signal of excited hydrogen atoms as they return to their

equilibrium states.

(3) Tractography, which images brain pathways (tracts) using diffusion tensor imaging

(DTI) or diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) based on the diffusion of water molecules in the

brain.

The neurophysiological techniques include:

(1) Single- or multi-unit spiking train recording from single or several neurons directly in

the brain.

(2) Local Field Potential (LFP), which records cortical electrical activity from tens of

thousands of neurons with microelectrodes in the brain.

(3) Intracranial EEG (iEEG), which records cortical electrical activity from patch of

neurons with macroelectrodes in the brain.

(4) Electrocorticogram (ECoG), which records cortical electrical activity from several

millions of neurons with macroelectrodes on the cortical surface.

(5) Electroencephalogram (EEG), which records cortical electrical activity from multiple

cortical areas with extracranial sensors. (6) Magnetoencephalogram (MEG), which records

cortical magnetic activity from extracranial sensors.

The functional brain imaging techniques include:
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(1) Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), which reflect tomographic imaging

of brain activity from the Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) signals.

(2) Positron Emission Tomography (PET), which reflect tomographic imaging of brain

activity based on the emitted gamma rays from radioactive tracers.

There are also perturbation techniques that can be used to test causalities, which include:

(1) Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS), which is a noninvasive technique that

uses magnetic stimulation to activate a focal brain region or produce a ’virtual lesion’ by

disrupting ongoing activities.

(2) Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS), which is a noninvasive technique

that uses electrical stimulation to activate or inhibit focal brain regions.

1.1.2.2 Technical advances and limitations

The brain imaging techniques introduced above hold advantages over either temporal/spatial

precision, or operational practicability, thus can be selectively adopted in the investigation

of different perspectives of brain activities. Figure 1.2 compares the temporal and spatial

resolution for different brain imaging techniques. Among them, the PET and fMRI are called

active recording techniques considering they interference with normal brain metabolism.

These active methods have pretty good spatial resolution but poor temporal resolution. In

contrast, EEG and MEG do not alter the brain activities but record the changes in the

local electric or magnetic field at the surface of the scalp. Thus they are called passive

recording techniques and are extremely superior in temporal resolution. However, they face

major challenge in spatial localization, particularly in the ‘inverse problem’ when trying to

identify the source of the underlying signal. Fortunately, now EEG and MEG are equipped

with more electrodes, thus butter dipole fitting. Besides, better mathematical tools could

also be used for combating noise in measurement, resulting in more accurate cortical source

localization. With these techniques, more widely distributed cortical regions and dense

fiber tracts have been identified [6], and critical temporal windows have been recognized
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of temporal and spatial resolution for different brain imaging tech-
niques. Adapted from [13] Fig. 9.

during different stages of language processing [12]. However, the sum of projections does not

equal to the object itself. Analogously, separate revelation of the involved brain regions or

the temporal response windows could not produce a brain dynamic view. Therefore, more

precise recording techniques that balanced in both spatial and temporal resolution, more

developed source reconstruction methods and connectivity estimation algorithms, as well as

more profound knowledge of the intrinsic neural oscillatory mechanisms are well-appreciated

in the essential revelation of the neural activities associated with speech functions.
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1.2 Current issues

Despite the fact that earlier findings have made immense contribution to people’s basic

understanding of speech processing in the brain and are still of great referencing importance

for future studies. However, the deeper revelation of the neural mechanisms underlying

speech production and comprehension still remains pretty vague. The difficulties come from

various sources and some prominent issues are briefly listed below:

1.2.1 Theoretical issues

(1) Brain as an inherently dynamic system, not only responds to external stimuli passively

and forward information sequentially for a final cognition [14]. Instead, it is actively engaged

in constant anticipation, comparison and error correction for dynamic reconfiguration of

response strategies [15]. However, conventional studies tend to treat the brain as a stimulus-

driven device, and lead the mechanisms of the bottom-up and top-down interactions obscure.

(2) Speech as a highly evolved cognitive function, is not supposed to solely rely on

language-specific areas, such as the traditional peri-Sylvian regions, the lexical representation

regions, and the motor control regions. Instead, other cognitive functions such as attention,

prediction, memory, and emotion are also involved. However, these higher-order functions

have been less considered in the framework of speech processing [16].

(3) Sentence as a hierarchical structure, compose multi-scale linguistic units, such as

phonemes, lexicon, and clauses. These structures were thought to be serially processed but

met challenges in explaining some contradictory facts, such as injured phonetic discrimina-

tion ability but preserved lexical comprehension ability. This requires us to reconsider the

organizational principle of multi-scale linguistic processing in parallel. Promising mecha-

nisms (e.g., via cross-frequency coupling) for such explanation are yet to be explored.
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1.2.2 Technological issues

(1) The trade-off between temporal prcision and spatial resolution has long-been a dillemma

in the cognitive research field. The spatially-precise brain-imaging techniques (e.g., fMRI and

PET) place more emphasize on functional localization whereas. However, they lack temporal

description of language processing dynamics. In contrast, electro-physiological studies (e.g.,

EEG and MEG) are more temporally precise. Yet, they are not good at revealing brain

network organization by using traditional analysis methods (e.g., ERP analysis and time-

frequency analysis). Even though merging these techniques might be a solution, economic

cost is another concern.

(2) Even though spatial and temporal investigations are critical windows for mechanical

insight, yet too much relying on these aspects may lead to the ignorance of the neural

functional basis, namely neural oscillations. The organizational principles of oscillation in

different frequency bands are much less clear than the functional regions in human brain

map, which remains a big to be made up.

(3) In cognitive research, collecting relatively clean brain activities is difficult enough

itself, letting along introducing large facial muscle movement during speech production tasks.

This problem has impeded progress in the investigation of speech production mechanisms,

especially at the sentence level.

In summary, the complexity of the speech chain operation and brain network organization

require not only sufficient temporal and spatial resolution for neural dynamic tracking, but

also a deeper understanding of the underlying neural oscillatory mechanisms that govern

the spatiotemporal dynamics. Moreover, advanced neuro-computational algorithms, such as

artifact reduction, source localization and connectivity estimation are necessary for acquiring

clean electrophysiological data and reconstructing the brain network dynamics. Finally, and

most importantly, it requires an updated view of us to trait the brain as an active and holistic

system and analyze properly with consideration of its higher cognitive functions.
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1.3 Research goals

This study aims to reveal the neural oscillatory mechanisms involved in speech production

and comprehension. Specifically, we would like to know (1) how linguistic structures (e.g.,

lexicons, clauses, and sentences) are represented and processed on the cortex? (2) What

are the contributions of different oscillatory bands in organizing these hierarchical linguistic

structures? (3) Whether there is any interaction between the speech production and compre-

hension systems? Are they functioning independently or collaborate as a whole? To answer

these questions, there are several steps we need to take as listed below:

1.3.1 Experimental design

To understand the speech functioning in both comprehension and production tasks, we will

design two experiments. Experiment 1 is a passive listening task with word items as auditory

materials. These word items appear as synonym pairs with similar semantic meanings but

different phonetic features (articulatory gestures). Experiment 2 is a sentence oral reading

task with syntactically consistence sentences as visual stimuli. The sentences consist of 8

disyllable words that could be further parsed into 3 clauses that can be tested for semantic

and syntactic effects. The two experiments are designed to investigate linguistic processing

at multiple level (e.g., phonemic, lexical, syntactic), with various modalities (e.g., auditory,

visual, and motor) and in different functional stages (e.g., perception, comprehension, and

production) of the speech functions.

1.3.2 Brain network reconstruction

This study aims to balance the trade-off between the spatial and temporal resolutions by

utilizing a high-density (128 channel) EEG equipmenent, in combination with recently de-

veloped computational algorithm for artifact reduction, source reconstruction, and effective

connectivity estimation, etc. The reconstructed brain network dynamics would help us to
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identify the involved cortical regions and critical time windows that are more functionally

specialized in different stages of speech processing. The estimated effective connectivity

and information flow across the brain networks would provide us with a clearer image of

the inter-regional relationship and the possible functional transformation between different

speech modules.

1.3.3 Neural mechanical explanation

Another aim of this study is to investigate the neural oscillatory mechanisms underlying the

spatial-temporal brain network dynamics. The neural oscillations with different temporal

periods and spatial coverage are suitable for entraining with linguistic units at multi-levels

of linguistic units. And the cross-frequency couplings between different frequency bands

are promising to relate the linguistic hierarchy with the multi-scale cortical networks. Thus

it would be for the current investigation in validating the neural operational mechanisms

underlying the spatial-temporal dynamics.

1.3.4 Neurofunctional model building

Finnaly, we aim to build a neurofunctional model for speech production and comprehen-

sion (SPAC) based on the spatial-temporal brain network dynamics and neural oscillatory

mechanisms revealed from above analyses. The SPAC model aims to extend previous mod-

els of speech processing from the lexical level to the sentence level. The cross-frequency

coupling patterns would also be involved in the SPAC model to deeply reveal the neural

oscillatory mechanisms underlying the speech production-perception loops. In addition, The

SPAC model considers the active nature of the speech functions with top-down regulations

from higher-level of cognitive control (e.g., with syntactic and semantic constraints) and

the bidirectional interactions between the bottom-up sensory input and top-down cognitive

regulations.
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1.4 Originality

The originality of the current study may include the theoretical, technological, and method-

ological aspects as explained blow:

1.4.1 Theoretical originality

Our study considers the brain as an active and interactive complex system. Rather than

tracking the bottom-up or feedforward information flow in speech comprehension and pro-

duction, we considers the top-down or feedback influence of the internal mental state and

linguistic knowledge on the sensorimotor processes. In this respect, we incorporated the

concept of dual-stream representation and the feedforward and feedback loop from the hi-

erarchical state feedback control (HSFC) model into our SPAC model and introduced the

cross-frequency coupling mechanisms to explain the multi-scale organization and bidirec-

tional interactions.

1.4.2 Technological originality

This study introduced multi-model data acquisition system for simultaneously recording the

cognitive (EEG) and behavioral (eye movement and speech) response patterns during speech

production and comprehension tasks. The adoption of EEG technique is in the consideration

its high-temporal-resolution and its deeper revelation of the neural oscillatory properties,

which are suited to capture the fast, dynamic, and temporally sequenced speech events. The

combination of eye movement and speech data could not only give us a clue to investigate

the behavioral patterns of speech processing, but also helps to segment the cognitive stages

and relate the behavioral patterns with brain dynamics for a functional association.
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1.4.3 Methodological originality

This study adopted experimental stimuli at multiple scales of the linguistic hierarchy, ranging

from phonemes, lexicons to the whole sentences. Such stimuli selection paradigm would

enable us to test the staged processing (e.g., phonemic, lexical, syntactic, etc.) and the

serial or parallel relationship between different thread of processing streams. In addition,

we associated the hierarchical linguistic structure with the hierarchical neural oscillatory

system to explain the multi-scale linguistic processing over distributed cortical regions and

in various temporal windows, as well as the interaction across the linguistic and oscillatory

hierarchy.

This study adopted advanced computational methods, such as the artifact reduction space

analysis, the independent component analysis methods to reduce the noisy artifact induced

in EEG signals by orofacial muscle movement. Besides, we performed effective connectivity

estimation and examined the cross-frequency coupling patterns in various forms. These

are recently developed methods that could help us to incorporate the temporal dynamics,

anatomical localization, and oscillatory patterns within a single framework.

This study adopted Chinese language as the speech materials, which has many specific

properties suitable for address some intricate problems that are not easily solved in other

languages. For example, the uniformity the rhythmicity of the Chinese character composition

could be used to test the rhythmic chunking and the oscillatory correspondence in sentence

parsing.

1.5 Dissertation outline

Figure 1.3 shows the research framework of the current study. Our research includes two

modules, speech comprehension and speech production. For each module, we designed an

experiment to discusses several topics involved. In the literature review, I will introduce the

theories and models related to our study. In our experiment, we will use multi-modal data
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Figure 1.3: Research framework of the current study.

acquisition system of EEG, eye movement, and speech signals, and and reconstruct the brain

network dynamics in different cognitive stages. Finally, we will proposed the neurofunctional

model of speech production and comprehension.

Chapter 2 firstly lays the knowledge foundation of human cortical structure and the

speech system, which includes the cortical circuit hierarchy, cortical oscillatory system, brain

connectivity organization. Then it focuses on the current understanding of the neural mecha-

nisms related to speech functions, which includes the cortical organization of different speech

functions and the classic models for functional transformation in speech comprehension and

production. I will also indicate the weaknesses of these models that I would like to overcome

in our studies.

Chapter 3 explains the experimental design and the EEG analysis methods performed

in the current study. The experimental design includes our methodology, the experimental

procedures, the multi-modal data acquisition procedures. The data analysis methods include

artifact reduction pipelines in EEG data reprocessing, time-frequency analysis, source recon-
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struction, brain connectivity estimation, cross-frequency analysis and statistical analysis.

Chapter 4 elaborates on experiment 1 - speech perception and comprehension at the

phonological and lexical levels. The issues of interest we would like to address with this

experiment includes: (1) speech perception-production interaction at the phonological scale,

and (2) lexical representation and processing and the neural oscillatory mechanisms involved.

Chapter 5 elaborates on experiment 2 - speech production during oral reading at the

sentence level. The topic of interest is the hierarchical structure of sentence organization and

its neural correspondence. A key question we would like to address is whether the syntactic

structure and semantic association from our internal knowledge could top-down influence

the behavior of visual reading and speech production process.

Chapter 6 discusses the insights reveal from current analyses, which includes the cortical

representation, temporal procedures, frequency characteristics and neural oscillatory mech-

anisms of speech processing along the dual-stream paths. Finally, I will propose a neuro-

functional model of speech production and comprehension (SPAC) that we have constructed

based on the temporal-spatial-spectral brain network dynamics and neural cross-frequency

coupling patterns.

Chapter 7 summarizes the dissertation with the insights reveal from the current study,

its contributions and future plans.



Chapter2

Literature review

This chapter lays the foundation of our current understanding regarding the neural basis of

brain structures and speech functions. The involved aspects include: (1) The cortical orga-

nization of fractal structure and hierarchical loops. (2) The neural oscillatory system, neural

synchronization and desynchronization, and the cross-frequency coupling mechanism. (3)

The neuronal substrates and models for speech comprehension. (4) The neuronal substrates

and models for speech production. These knowledge comes from neural investigation with

different techniques and emphasizes the spatial, temporal and frequency aspects differen-

tially.

2.1 Human cortical organization

The human brain, with its exquisite complexity, is considered to be a fractal object with its

self-similar patterns in both neuroanatomical architecture (spatial aspect) and neurophysi-

ological time-series (temporal aspect) [17]. The dynamic operation underlying this fractal

structure is subserved by a system of neural oscillations at multiple scales (frequency aspect).

This section will briefly introduces the fractal organization of the human brain.

15
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2.1.1 Spatial: Fractal structure and hierarchical circuits

One of the fundamental discoveries of neuroscience is that cortical regions are formed of

many functionally specialized areas that are organized into hierarchical networks [18]. From

a single neuron, to a cortical column, and to an interconnected cortical patches, various levels

of neuronal structure in the brain share tree-like branching characteristics with recurrent

feedforward and feedback projections. Along the evolution course, the basic circuits have

been remained with parallel neuronal circuits superimposed on the existing wiring, forming

a fractal structure with multilevel, self-similar loops. Upon the hierarchically organized

circuits, links between different layers are also formed, generating a complex interconnected

organization among the parallel loops [18].

The fractal nature of the human brain gives it many excellent properties to deal with

complex circumstances: (1) Robust - fractal systems could maintain their coherence and

hold together well, even under tough circumstances. They are balanced in this respect.

(2) Connectivity - the self-similar and self-organizing fractal structures are very good at

connecting and reorganizing, both internally and also to other surrounding systems. (3)

Plasticity - activity in a small branch could quickly spread over the whole system. This

enables the brain to quickly integrate internal information and timely respond to external

stimuli. One the other hand, the neuronal branches within each local part may be trimmed

without affecting the overall structure. (4) Economical - the fast response property could

also help the brain to minimize wring cost while support dynamic complexity. It is cost-

effective. (5) Small-worldness - the dense local interconnections and random long-range

interconnections of the cortical circuits is a crucial aspect of efficient brain organization that

support both segregated (specialized) and distributed (integrated) information processing.
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Figure 2.1: Hierarchical oscillatory system. (A) A hierarchical system with multiple oscil-
lators in the cerebral cortex. (B) Illustration of the 1/f power law of spontaneous cortical
oscillations. Adapted from [18] Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2

2.1.2 Temporal-spectral: multi-scale rhythmic system

The organization of the brain is fractal not just in the structure but also in the processes.

Contributing to the dynamic complexity and flexibility of the fractal brain is a system

of oscillatory rhythms, ranging from ultraslow oscillations less than 0.05 Hz to very fast

oscillations over hundreds of hertz [18]. This wide range of scale enables spatial coherence

extending from centimeters to micrometers away, and temporal coherence from millisecond

to minutes long [19]. Figure. 2.1 (A) shows a hierarchical system with multiple oscillators

resonating in multiple frequency bands [20]. It could be found that these discrete oscillation

bands form a linear progression of the frequency classes on a natural logarithmic scale,

showing a geometric progression in the hierarchical system of the cerebral cortex.

One reason for the brain to use so many neural oscillators instead of a uniform rhythm

might be attributed to the economical compromise in the brain wiring between size and

speed. For information transfer across brain networks, the effective connectivity and path

length determines the possible routes, and the oscillatory cycle length limits how far infor-

mation get transferred in one step. When complex events involving a large pool of neuronal
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assembles occurs, the arrival time of distant neuronal charges must be coordinated precisely

to exert an impact on their postsynaptic target in time. These separate processing inevitably

require neuronal networks operating at multiple spatiotemporal scales [18]. For the various

neural oscillators, each oscillatory cycle corresponds to a temporal processing window which

determines the transferring period and the neuronal pool involved. Following this specula-

tion, different frequencies are suitable for different types of connections and different levels

of computation. Fast oscillations, therefore, favor local decisions, whereas the involvement

of distant neuronal groups for obtaining a global consensus may requires slow oscillations

with longer time span.

Another factor affecting the effect scope of different oscillators is the amount of energy

they could afford to dissipate. Because the amplitude of oscillations is proportional to the

number of synchronously active neural elements, slowly oscillating cell assemblies comprise

more neurons than fast oscillating cells [21]. Figure. 2.1 (B) shows the power spectrum

of various neural oscillators with a 1/f statistics. This power-law scaling reflects the fact

that higher frequencies are more locally focused while lower frequencies tend to decay more

slowly and extend over larger distances in time and space. In short, the self-similarity and

hierarchical organization of cortical circuits, the logarithmically progressing frequency bands

and the power-law scaling behavior of neural oscillations give the brain its fractal nature

and its flexibility in multi-scale communication and adaptive reorganization according to

demands, either externally or internally. It also gives us the insight to explore the brain

mechanisms of speech functions from the perspective of neural oscillations.

2.1.3 Brain connectivity

Brain connectivity refers to a pattern of anatomical links formed by synapses or fiber path-

ways (structural connectivity), or statistical dependencies measured as correlation, covari-

ance, spectral coherence or phase-locking, etc (functional connectivity) or causal interactions

measured as information flow or causality (effective connectivity).
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The structural/anatomical connectivity refers to a physical network linking sets

of neurons or neuronal elements, as well as their associated biophysical attributes such as

synaptic strength or effectiveness. It can be studied in vivo using invasive axonal labeling

techniques or noninvasive MRI-based diffusion weighted/tensor imaging (DWI/DTI) meth-

ods.

Functional connectivity is more of a statistical concept. It captures deviations from

statistical independence between spatially distributed neuronal units without explicit refer-

ence to specific directional effects or to an underlying structural model. Unlike structural

connectivity, functional connectivity is highly time-dependent and fluctuate on multiple time

scales, from tens to hundreds of milliseconds.

Effective connectivity aims to identify the directionally specific (although not necessar-

ily causal) effective connectivity between neuronal structures. It may be viewed as the union

of structural and functional connectivity and can be inferred through perturbation examina-

tion or through time series analysis. Popular effective connectivity methods include dynamic

causal modeling, structural equation modeling, transfer entropy, and Granger-causal meth-

ods.

Brain connectivity can be described at several levels of scale [22]. These levels include:

(1) individual synaptic connections that link individual neurons at the microscale. (2) net-

works connecting networks of columns and minicolumns at the mesoscale, as well as (3) brain

regions that are interconnected by fiber pathways at the macroscale. EEG investigation of

brain networks tends to focus on the functional and effective connectivities and fall under

the macroscale categories. Over the past several decades, considerable empirical research

from multiple species, theories, and mathematical models points to oscillatory synchroniza-

tion as being a key mechanism by which neural populations transmit information and form

larger networks [23], giving support to the current study to use neural oscillation for the

reconstruction of brain network activities.
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2.2 Cortical oscillatory system

Cortical oscillations reflect cyclical variations in excitation and inhibition of a population

of neurons [24, 25]. They are commonly recorded at a variety of different scales, ranging

from single neuron spikes to synchronized population activity [26]. Despite the wide range

of spatiotemporal scales, some common frequency bands have been revealed across species,

tasks and signal types [27]. It has also been found that these rhythmic activities are func-

tionally related to the timing and direction of neuronal activates and correlate with task

demands (e.g., perceptual, cognitive, motor, linguistic, social, emotional, mnemonic, and

other functional processes) [28] .

2.2.1 Oscillatory hierarchy

Cortical oscillations in different frequency ranges have different spatiotemporal coverage con-

strained by the maximal conduction delays [29]. Commonly observed and studied are the

delta (1–4 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–12 Hz), beta (12–30 Hz), and gamma (>30 Hz)

oscillations as well as finer subdivisions within each band. For these neural oscillators, each

oscillatory cycle corresponds to a temporal processing window that determines the trans-

ferring period and the neuronal pool involved [30]. This suggests that different frequencies

favor different types of connections and different levels of computation.

Delta oscillations are a predominant slow wave that are broad spread during deep

sleep, and are associated with general functions such as learning, motivation and reward [31,

32].

Theta oscillations are prominent in the hippocampus and frefrontal cortex during

exploratory movements [33], and is associated with the encoding of working memory, and

the retrieval of episodic and spatial memory [34, 35].

Alpha oscillations are most dominant under conditions of relative mental inactivity.

It is blocked or desynchronized by sensory inputs, attention and mental effort [36]. The
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archetypal alpha desynchronization are in the occipital lobe and the frontal eye fields during

eye opening, eye movement and visual imaginary. Moreover, alpha desynchronization has

also been found in the sensory-motor regions (also called mu rhythm) [37] and auditory

regions (also called tau rhythm) [38] in respond to motor and auditory activities.

Beta oscillations tend to synchronize in sensorimotor regions during stable postures

[29] but desynchronize at the initiation of a movement [39], then resynchronize after the

movement termination [40]. Thus, beta rhythm is associated with preparation and inhibitory

control in the motor system [41].

Gamma oscillations are considered as a fundamental process that subserves the ele-

mental operation of cortical computation. It could be induced by various stimuli or tasks,

thus is related to multiple cognitive capacities [42].

2.2.2 Oscillatory synchronization

Oscillatory synchronization is considered as a core mechanism for integrating spatially dis-

tributed neural populations into a coherent functioning network [43]. Specifically, for effective

communication between two groups of neurons, the sending group must precisely time its

output so that the signal arrives when the receiving group is most excitable. Otherwise, the

communication channel would be closed. This is known as the oscillatory gating hypoth-

esis [44] or communication-through-coherence (CTC) [23]. It also suggests the predictive

ability of neural oscillations [45]. There are two chief mechanisms for generating oscillatory

synchronization, namely the amplitude modulation (stimulus-evoked response) and Phase

modulation (phase-resetting) [46].

The amplitude modulation assumes that the stimulus drives the response of additive

neuronal population, such as the visual- [47] or auditory-evoked potentials [48].

The phase modulation assumes that sensory stimulus induces phase resetting of on-

going rhythms without increasing the oscillatory amplitude, such as the somatosensory [48].
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2.2.3 Oscillation functions

Neuronal oscillations have many properties that are suitable for them to organize cortical

activities: (1) Oscillations can affect local computation by modulating both the output spike

timing and the input synaptic sensitivity [23]. (2) Oscillations can mediate long-range com-

munication by synchronizing the phase relevant neuronal populations [23]. (3) Oscillations

can selectively enhance or suppress information transformation by adjusting the entrain-

ment of external input and internal expectation or attention [49]. (4) Oscillations can form

perceptual binding by packaging activities in different frequency bands via cross-frequency

coupling (CFC) [50, 51]. (5) Oscillations can also achieve predictive coding considering its

predictive nature in rhythmicity [52].

2.2.4 Cross-frequency coupling

Cross-frequency coupling is a phenomena that used to describe the statistical relationships

between two oscillatory frequencies. CFC can take different forms as it associates with

certain types of neural oscillators and inter-site communication needs, and can be used to

estimate local organization (when measured at a single electrode) and long-range connec-

tivity (when measured from different electrodes) [53, 54]. Currently, the mostly studied

CFC forms include: (1) phase–amplitude coupling (PAC) [55], in which the phase of slow

oscillation (SO) modulates the amplitude of fast oscillation (FO). PAC has been verified

in physiological, computational and theoretical simulations [56, 57, 58] and associated with

multi-item representation, long-distance communication, sensory stimulus parsing, etc [54].

(2) amplitude–amplitude coupling (AAC) [35], in which the amplitude of SO modulates the

amplitude of FO. AAC occurs on top of PAC when the SO shape is asymmetric, either

positive or negative [56]. (3) phase–phase coupling (PPC) [23] or phase synchronization,

emphasize the phasic relationship either in the same or different frequency bands. In a syn-

chronized network, PPC may not happen exactly at the same time, but with a certain time
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delay, which can be used to speculate the information flow directions [59]. These various

forms of CFC are helpful for linking across frequency bands, distributed regions and oscil-

latory patterns, thus worth to be further explored for the discovery of neural organizational

principles.

2.3 Neural mechanisms of speech comprehension

This section introduces the neural mechanisms of speech comprehension, including its cortical

organization and the neuroanatomical model, specifically, the dual-stream model.

2.3.1 Cortical organization of speech comprehension

The cortical organization of speech comprehension involves multiple levels of computation

and representation for distinctive features, such as phonemic segments, syllabic units, se-

mantic items, and syntactic structures [60]. The earliest processing of acoustic codes is

supposed to be conducted in the Heschl’s gyrus, supratemporal plane, and ventro-lateral

portions of the superior temporal gyrus (STG) and superior temporal sulcus (STS) [61,

62]. The Phonological processing showed increased activity in the supramarginal gyri,

the left precentral sulcus, and the inferior frontal cortex [63]. The semantic meaning in-

volved broad cortical regions for the representation of specific sensorimotor features [64, 14].

lexical-level representation is supposed to be associated in the posterior middle and inferior

temporal regions (pMTG/pITG). Besides, there is a more focally organized semantic ’hub’

in the anterior temporal region (ATL) that is related to syntactic-level semantic association

[65]. Studies on the functional neuroanatomy of syntactic processes demonstrate involve-

ment of the inferior frontal cortex (IFC) and the anterior portion of the temporal cortex

(ATL) [66].
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Figure 2.2: The dual stream model. IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; ITS, inferior temporal sulcus;
MTG, middle temporal gyrus; PM, premotor; Spt, Sylvian parietal-temporal; STG, superior
temporal gyrus; STS, superior temporal sulcus. Adapted from [68] Fig. 1.

2.3.2 The dual-stream model of speech perception

Currently, the most prevailing model for understanding the functional anatomy of speech

perception and comprehension is the dual-stream model proposed by Hickok and Poeppel

[67, 60, 68]. This functional anatomic framework is based on the idea that speech codes

must interface with at least a semantic-conceptual system and a motor–articulatory system.
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2.3.2.1 The functional anatomy of the DSM

Figure 2.2 is an illustration of the dual-stream functional anatomy. It posits that early stages

of speech processing involves some form of spectrotemporal analysis and phonological-level

processing, which occurs bilaterally in auditory regions on the dorsal STG (spectrotemporal

analysis; green) and STS (phonological access/representation; yellow). The information flow

then diverges into two broad streams: (1) a ventral stream supports speech comprehension

(lexical access and combinatorial processes; pink) with the pMTG/pITL serve as an inter-

face between sound-based representations of speech and widely distributed conceptual rep-

resentations, and the ATL serves as the combinatorial network for sentence-level processing

(syntactic and semantic integration processes). (2) a dorsal stream supports sensory-motor

integration (speech motor programming and execution; blue), which involves structures at

the parietal-temporal junction (Spt) as a sensorimotor interface, and the Broca’s region and

a more dorsal premotor site, correspond to portions of the articulatory network. Moreover,

they also proposed a conceptual network (gray box) that is assumed to be widely distributed

throughout cortex.

2.3.2.2 The bi-directioality of the DSM

The dual-stream model also propose some degree of bi-directionality in both the dorsal and

ventral pathways. In the ventral stream, the pMTG/pITL networks mediate the relation

between sound and meaning both for perception and production. In the dorsal stream, the

Spt regions mediate the relation between auditory and motor representations. These two

sensory-motor interfaces forms the basis of feedforward and feedback loops at the psycholin-

guistic and motor control levels [69].

2.3.2.3 The perception-production interaction in the DSM

The dual-stream model, a network of regions that include auditory areas in the superior

temporal sulcus, motor areas in the left inferior frontal gyrus (parts of Broca’s area), a more
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dorsal left premotor site, and an area in the left planum temporale region (referred to as

area Spt) has been identified as a sensory-motor integration system that transforms between

sensory and motor speech representations [67, 60, 68]. Recent progress has revealed why this

sensory-motor link is so critical - motor acts aim to hit sensory targets, which is supposed

to be the internal representations of the sound patterns. And the speech production is

heavily rely on the semantic comprehension of the articulatory targets. The involvement

of the production and comprehension systems, on the one hand, depends on the extent to

which that task involves mapping between auditory and motor systems. On the other hand,

depends on the strategies employed by individual subjects. A task which ostensibly involves

only comprehension (say, passive sentence listening in a functional activation experiment)

will primarily drive bilateral auditory, ventral stream areas, but may additionally recruit

dorsal stream mechanisms if the subject uses articulatory re-mapping as an aid in task

performance [67].

2.3.3 The neurocognitive model of sentence comprehension

In a neurocognitive model of sentence comprehension propose by Friederici [66], the temporal

characteristics of auditory processing, segmental and suprasegmental phonological process-

ing (prosody or pitch) as well as syntactic and semantic information are characterised as

three phases. A schematic view of the model is given in Figure 2.3. In phase 1 (100–300 ms),

the initial syntactic structure is formed on the basis of information about the word category.

In phase 2 (300–500 ms), lexical-semantic and morphosyntactic processes take place with

the goal of thematic role assignment. In phase 3 (500–1000 ms), the different (syntactic

and semantic) types of information are integrated. In terms of the interactions between the

syntactic and semantic processes, there are two alternative views among psycholinguistic dis-

cussions. The serial or syntax-first model holds that syntax is processed autonomously prior

to semantic information [70]. In contrast, the interactive or constraint-satisfaction models

claims that all types of information interact at each stage of language comprehension [71,
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Figure 2.3: Neurocognitive model of auditory sentence processing. Adapted from [66] Fig. 1

72]. The Friederici model introduced here is compatible with both syntax-first models and

interactive models. Although the building of the syntactic-phrase structure is autonomous

and precedes semantic processes in the early-time windows, these processes also interact

in the late-time window. From this perspective, both autonomous processing and interac-

tive processing, hold in principle, but describe different processing phases during language

comprehension.

2.4 Neural mechanisms of speech production

This section introduces the neural mechanisms of speech production, including the cortical

organization of speech production and the neuroanatomical model of speech production

(feedforward and feedback control models).
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2.4.1 Cortical organization of speech production

The cortical organization of speech production has much overlapping with that for speech

comprehension, in which the phonological processing for speech production has been

implicated in the left posterior superior temporal regions, also known as the area Spt [67].

The sensory-motor integration network for the vocal tract involved tight connections

between the the pars opercularis (BA 44) and the Spt regions [73]. The motor system

for speech production involves the prefrontal lobe (PFC), the ventral premotor cortex

(vPMC), the supplemantary motor cortex (SMA) and the primary motor regions (M1). Be-

sides, some subcortical structures are also involved, such as the basal ganglia and cerebellum

[74, 75]. In addition, the auditory feedback would recruit the posterior superior temporal

gyrus (STG) and the superior parietal temporal area (Spt) [73]

2.4.2 Feedforward model of speech production

2.4.2.1 The WEAVER++ model

The WEAVER++ (Word-form Encoding by Activation and VERification) model is a typ-

ical example of feedforward lexical access in speech production [76]. An illustration of the

WEAVER++ model is given in Figure 2.4, in which word generation proceeds through sev-

eral processing stages: (1) Conceptual preparation activates the lexical concept via different

forms of verbalization. During this stage, not only proximal and semantic, but also distal,

pragmatic, context as well as environmental facts need to be considered. (2) Lexical selec-

tion selects function words based on syntactic grounds for further grammatical encoding.

(3) Morphophonological encoding and syllabification prepare the appropriate articulatory

gestures for the selected word in its prosodic context. (4) Phonetic encoding computes the

phonological gesture of the articulatory target in its abstract forms. (5) Articulation process

controls the execution of abstract gestural scores as well as a muscular machinery that con-

trols lungs, larynx and vocal tract. (6) Self-monitoring detect errors, dysfluencies, or other
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problems of delivery in our own overt speech. In general, the WEAVER++ model is serially

organized which may be theoretically reasonable but face problems in error correction and

prediction.

2.4.3 State feedback control model

Recent speech production models, by adapting the concept of state motor control, have

begun to investigate the computational advantages of using a set of internal feedforward

prediction and feedback conrol, known as the state feedback control (SFC) models [77, 78].

These SFC models capture the forward or causal relationship between the input and the

output of the system by introducing an efferent copy of the motor command to anticipate

and cancel the sensory effects of a given movement. This structure allows prediction and

feedback delays, thus could maintain stability and be of computational use in motor learning.

2.4.3.1 The SFC model

An illustration of the state feedback control (SFC) model with putative neural substrate

has been shown in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6. In the anatomical structure, the primary

motor cortex (M1) generates neuromuscular controls applied to brainstem and spinal cord

and enable fine motor movements in the vocal tract [79]. After articulation, the auditory

and somatosensory feedback first reaches the primary auditory (A1) and somatosensory (S1)

cortices, then transferred to the higher order auditory (Spt/PT) and somatosensory (S2/PV)

cortices, respectively. The premotor cortices, with bidirectional connection to both the motor

cortex and the higher order auditory (Spt/PT) and somatosensory (S2/PV) cortices is ideal

for an intermediary role: it receives both the motor command copy of from M1 and sensory

feedback from Spt and S2, and computes the errors in between for correction in following

speech motor programming. Conform to the general idea of the state feedback control

models, the SFC model includes an internal forward model for the prediction of the sensory

consequences of the motor command. For the state feedback, it incorporates two-levels of
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the The WEAVER++ model. Adapted from [76] Fig. 1
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the state feedback control (SFC) model with putative neural
substrate. Adapted from [74] Figure. 6

control, namely a lexical–conceptual level and a phonological level. This framework laid

the foundation for speech production at the lexical levels, however, the sentence level of

organization remains to be complemented.

2.4.3.2 The HSFC model

An extension of the SFC model with multiple levels of control was proposed as the hierarchi-

cal state feedback control model (HSFC) of speech production [80]. Its organization spans

the phonetic–phonological, morphological and phrase-level units and included a conceptual

system in its organization (Figure 2.7). In essence, the HSFC model still focuses at two

levels: the lower-level articulatory control and the higher-level linguistic processing. Specifi-

cally, the lower-level of feedback control involves a sensory-motor loop that includes sensory

targets coded primarily in somatosensory cortex, motor programs coded in lower primary

motor cortex (M1), and a cerebellar circuit mediating the relation between the two. It codes
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Figure 2.6: Cortical substrate of SFC model. (A) Anatomical locations of candidate cortical
areas and white matter tracts comprising network of the core SFC model. (B) Cortical
connections in the prediction (green) direction. Adapted from [74] Figure. 7

speech information at the level of articulatory feature clusters that roughly corresponds to

phonemes. Whereas the higher-level of speech feedback control involves a sensory-motor

loop that includes sensory targets in auditory cortex, motor programs coded in the Brod-

mann area (BA) 44 portion of Broca’s area and lower BA6, and area Spt, which computes

a coordinate transform between the sensory and motor areas, and it codes predominately at

the syllable level. Unfortunately, the conceptual system is still a black box without further

expansion in its component and relationship with sentence processing.

2.5 Summary

Although the dual-stream models and the HSFC model may have provided us with a gen-

eral framework of neural anatomy and functional organization of speech comprehension and

production. One common problems of these two models is that they focused their scope at

the lexical level and left the sentence construction underexplored. Surely, simplicity is one

consideration for choosing the lexical unit as a starting point for our essential understanding
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of the hierarchical state feedback control (HSFC) model. BA, Brod-
mann area; M1, primary motor cortex; S1, primary somatosensory area; aSMG, anterior
supramarginal gyrus; STG, superior temporal gyrus; STS, superior temporal sulcus; vBA6,
ventral BA6. Adapted from [80] Figure. 4
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of language processing. Other obstacles impeding the progress in sentence-related neuro-

physiological researches may also include the artifact contamination of orofacial movement

in the electrophysiological signals [81, 82] and the further complexity introduced by the syn-

tactic structure and semantic associations in the linguistic hierarchy [83], which we aims to

overcome in this study.

Another weakness of the these two models is that these they only explained from an

’observational’ perspective instead of an ’mechanical’ perspective. In other words, they did

not trace back to the neural oscillatory mechanism that underlying the spatiotemporal brain

dynamic organization. Thus, in our study, we will try to make up this gap by probing

into the neural oscillatory details and integrating the temporal-spatial-spectral dynamics of

functional transformations among specialized language modules in a systematic framework

[84, 43].



Chapter3

Experiments and Methods

In our research, we conducted two experiments for speech comprehension and production,

respectively. This chapter introduces generally the experimental design, equipment and

procedures for collecting the multi-modal data and the data analysis methods. Chapter 4

and Chapter 5 will elaborate these two experiments in more details.

3.1 Experimental design

Two experiments were designed with different levels (phonological, lexical, sentential) of

speech material and speech functioning tasks (listening and speaking) for different purposes.

Experiment 1 - The speech comprehension experiment is a passive listening task with

word items as auditory materials. These word items appear as synonym pairs with similar

semantic meanings but different phonetic features (articulatory gestures).Ones that require

stronger lip-rounding gesture (Lip-R) for articulating while the others do not (Lip-N). The

Lip-R vs. Lip-N contrasts could be used to test whether the speech motor regions for lip

control would participate in and facilitate speech perception during the passive listening

task. This design allows us to investigate not only the lexical semantic also the phonetic

representation mechanisms. According to the motor theory of speech perception, speech

motor system with particular articulatory features will also contribute to the perception of

the corresponding acoustic stimuli. With our design, we could test whether the differentiated

35
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phonetic features could influence the perception of the synonym pairs by examining their

brain network dynamics. Besides, it could also give us a clue regarding whether the speech

production system participates in the speech perception process, and how it works.

Experiment 2 - The speech production experiment is a sentence oral reading task with

syntactically consistence sentences as visual stimuli. The sentences consist of 8 disyllable

words that could be further parsed into 3 clauses. This design has a two-fold consideration.

At the lexical level, the grouping of the disyllable words are not visually cued but require

mental resources of linguistic semantic knowledge, thus could be used in our study to test

whether the subjects would retrieve actively mental lexicon in the visual processing and

speech production of the word sequences. At the sentence level, the syntactic structure could

also explored in the oral reading strategy by investigating the eye movement trajectory and

speech segmentation and the structural pattern of the eye-voice span (EVS). The semantic

and syntactic effects, if exist, could be an experimental evidence of the participation of

comprehension system during the speech production process.

3.1.1 Experimental equipment

In the speech comprehension tasks (Experiment 1), EEG is the major equipment for col-

lecting brain signals. Whereas in the speech production task (Experiment 2), EEG, eye

movement, and speech signals will be simultaneously recorded. Below is an explanation of

the multi-modal data acquisition system.

The experiments were carried out in a soundproof, electromagnetically shielded labora-

tory room. Video monitoring was applied to ensure that subjects were engaged in the task

and did not make large body movements.

EEG data acquisition

Scalp EEG signals were recorded with a 128-channel Quik-Cap-SynAmps 2/RT (Neu-

roscan, USA) placed in accordance with the extended 10-5 system [85]. The horizontal elec-

trooculogram (EOG) was measured with two electrodes at the outer canthi, and the vertical
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of multimodal acquisition for EEG, eye movement and speech
data.
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EOG was measured with four electrodes placed above and below both eyes. The sampling

rate was 1000 Hz, and the channel impedance was maintained below 5 kΩ throughout the

acquisition.

Eye movement tracking

The eye movements were recorded via a monocular pupil tracking system (Eyelink 1000,

SR Research Ltd., Mississauga, Canada) at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. To avoid large

movements, desktop support was installed for the participants to rest their foreheads on.

Prior to the start of each trial, a three-point calibration was conducted to ensure accurate

eye-tracking (Gaze accuracy deviation < 0.50º). The gaze onset and offset of each word

were extracted based on the location and duration of the participant’s eye movements. The

microsaccades and regression were eliminated in the segmentation of eye movement.

Speech signal recording

The speech signals were recorded using an electret condenser microphone (SONY ECM

MS957) at a rate of 44100 Hz. The articulation of the whole sentence was typically finished

within 4500 ms. The speech onset and offset of each word were segmented based on speech

spectral analysis.

3.1.2 Experimental paradigm

3.1.2.1 Paradigm for Experiment 1 (speech comprehension)

In the speech comprehension task, E-prime 2.0 (PST, USA) was used for stimulus presen-

tation and behavioral response collection. The participants were first given 32 trials for

practice. Then, 320 experimental stimuli (160 disyllable words and 160 white-noise seg-

ments) were pseudo-randomly presented (no more than 3 items of the same category were

in direct succession) across 8 blocks (40 trials per block). Figure 3.2 gives a general view of

the procedures for each trial. At the beginning, a fixation cross appeared first in the screen

center for a random duration around 400 ms. Then, a 900-ms auditory stimulus (44,100
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Figure 3.2: Experimental paradigm. An illustration of the experimental procedure for
each trial. Orderly, a 400-ms fixation cross, a 900-ms auditory stimulus, a 500-ms inter-
stimulus interval (ISI), a quick categorization judgment and a 1000-ms inter-trial interval
(ITI). Adapted from [86] Fig. 2

Hz, 16-bit depth) was presented through headphones. After a 500-ms inter-stimulus interval

(ISI), participants were asked to make a quick categorization judgment by clicking key “1”

for all the disyllable (two-character) words and key “2” for the white-noise segments. In

the end, a 1000-ms inter-trial interval (ITI) was arranged before the next trial. The entire

experiment was limited within 30 min to prevent a learning effect.

3.1.2.2 Paradigm for Experiment 2 (speech production)

In the speech production task of sentence oral reading, the sentence presentation and behav-

ioral (eye movement and speech) response collection were conducted with Psychtoolbox-3

(www.psychtoolbox.org) running under MATLAB R2018b (MathWorks). Figure 3.3 gives a

general view of the procedures for each trial. At the beginning of each experimental trial, a

three-point calibration was conducted optionally when eye-tracking got lost or shifted. After

2000 ms of a brain resting period, a cross appeared in the screen center for about 1000ms to

attract subject’s attention and fixation. Once a sentence was presented on the screen as a

single line, the subjects were asked to scan from left to right and recite it in a natural speed.
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Figure 3.3: Experimental paradigm. An illustration of the experimental procedure for each
trial. Orderly, a three-point calibration, a 2000-ms brain resetting period, a 1000-ms fixation
cross, an indefinite period for sentence oral reading, a button ’ESC’ press and a 1000-ms
inter-trial interval (ITI).

Specifically, whenever the subject’s gazing point fell in one of the 8 word fields, a trigger

with the corresponding number (1-8) would be sent to EEG signals. It worth noting that

the sentences were presented on the screen with no delimiter between the characters. That

means when the subjects read aloud the sentence, there were no obvious cues for parsing out

the sentence structure unless the participant resorted to the internal memories of their se-

mantic and syntactic knowledge. When the reading is finished, the subjects press the ’ESC’

button and skip to the next sentence after a 1000 ms inter-trial-interval (ITI). Each of the

60 sentences was repeated three times for a total of 180 trials in random order. The whole

procedure varied from 52 to 88 minutes individually, with EEG, eye movement and speech

data recorded in sync during the whole-range.
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3.2 Analysis methods

3.2.1 EEG Data preprocessing

Since EEG signals collected at the scalp are a mixture of both brain source activities and

artifacts from various sources, some preprocessing steps are needed to reduce unwanted noises

before calculating behaviorally relevant EEG measures.

3.2.1.1 Re-sampling

EEG signals are usually recorded at relatively high sampling rate (e.g., 1000 Hz in our

experiment). During offline analysis, we down-sampled the signals to lower frequencies (250

Hz to help with data compression and better ICA decomposition by cutting off unnecessary

high-frequency information.

3.2.1.2 Filtering

Low-pass filtering at 60 Hz is performed before down-sampling to help reduce the high-

frequency noise as well.

High-pass filtering at 1-Hz pass-band edge is applied in our practice to help remove the

baseline drift. Usually, lower cutoff frequencies (0.01-0.1 HZ) are recommended, however, we

choose 1 Hz as recommended for the following reasons:

1. Low-frequency (< 1 Hz) EEG could be contaminated by seating etc, which adds

spatiotemporal non-stationarity.

2. EEG signal follows the 1/f power law. That means lower frequency components tend

to have larger influences on later ICA decomposition results. Thus cutting off the leftmost

values helps to focus on other frequencies of interests.

3. In time-frequnency analysis, a decent frequency precision often require several cycles

of sliding window length (in EEGLAB parameters, 3 cycles). So the lowest frequency that
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can be derived is also restricted by the available temporal window length.

3.2.1.3 Artifact rejection

Remove bad channels. Bad channels (5%± 3%) with more than 5 seconds of flat lines or

having the correlation coefficient with surrounding channels below 0.8 were removed. This

is a critical step particularly for later average referencing. Because including channels that

are noisy into the average step will introduce noise to all the other channels.

Artifact subspace reconstruction. To removes transient and large-amplitude artifacts

and reconstruct relatively clean data from the remaining components, we further applied the

artifact subspace reconstruction (ASR) method that comes from the EEGLAB plugni clean-

rawdata [87]. The ASR procedure consists three main steps: (1) automatically select clean

portions of EEG by calculating channel-wise root-mean-square (RMS) values on each 1-s

window, z-score the values, identifies clean windows with z-scored values between -3.5 and

5.5, and concatenates the clean windows to obtain the calibration data Xc; (2) determine the

rejection criteria in the principal component (PC) space of the calibration data Yc = V T
c ·Xc

and select the threshold of rejection criteria with the formula Ti = µi + k · σi, where Ti is

the threshold for each component i, µi and σi are the mean and standard deviation of RMS

values across all 0.5–s windows of Y − c, and k is a user-defined cutoff parameter, which is

set as 20 in our case as suggested by [88]; (3) apply a linear operator R = VM(M◦U)†V T

to EEG segments X along a sliding window with window size of 0.5 s and a step size of

0.25 s, such that Xclean = RX. Here M = V TM̄ is the projected matrix square root of the

geometric median covariance of Xc, such that M̄M̄T = Cov(Xc). U is a threshold operator

where Ui = 0 if σi > Ti, otherwise Ui = 1. Note that ASR is not simply rejecting PCs but

rejecting projected PCs defined by V TM̄ .

Remove line noise. To remove the 50-Hz line noise, we applied CleanLine, an EEGLAB

plugin that uses shifting window to adaptively estimate sine wave amplitude to subtract

without making a hole in the background EEG spectrum.
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3.2.1.4 Channel Interpolation

After channel removal and artifact rejection, the missing channels were spatially recon-

structed from the activity of neighboring channels using a Gaussian spline function. This

could help to minimize potential bias in the next average referencing stage.

3.2.1.5 Reference

After interpolating the removed channels, the EEG data were average-referenced. Compared

to other reference methods (e.g., mastoid reference), average reference is independent of

reference locations and is based on the assumption that when EEG is generated on the

cortex with dipolar current distribution without external sources, hence the scalp topography

should sum to zero.

3.2.1.6 Epoch

To focus on peri-event brain dynamics while not being disturbed by data points from period

of non-interest, data epoch were implemented around the stimulus onset with a pretrial

segment as baseline and a post-trial segment that include the event-related activities. In the

case of the speech comprehension task, the period of -100–1000 ms were epoched, and in the

case of speech production tasks, -500–4500 ms segments were epoched.

3.2.1.7 Baseline correction

Baseline correction that subtract the mean of the baseline period (-100-0 ms for the speech

comprehension task, and -500–0 ns for the speech production task), is selectively conducted

based on the later analyses methods applied. One consideration is that mean value of such

short baseline can easily fluctuate by background rhythm that changes the DC levels of all

the channels independently.
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3.2.2 Time-domain analyses

3.2.2.1 Event-related potentials, ERP

ERP analysis is a predominant method in traditional EEG studies and is still commonly

practice today [89]. The mathematical computation of the ERP is imply by averaging the

voltage at each time point over trials. The logic behind assumes that evoked potentials are

stable while the noise is random. Thus averaging trials would cancels out unwanted noises.

The ERP algorithm is pretty simple and has high temporal precision and accuracy. However,

only those brain activities that are coherent both in time and phase could be remained in

the ERP results, whereas those quasi-rhythmic brain activities not exactly synchronized

in both time and phase tend to be averaged out through phase cancellation [89]. Beside,

the neurophysiological mechanisms that produce ERPs are less well understood, leaving it

difficult to link ERP results with physiological relevance. So in our analyses, ERPs are only

used to identify critical temporal windows and compare with previous studies instead of

interpreting its physical meaning and neural mechanisms.

3.2.2.2 ERP images – 2-D ERP

The ERP image is a 2-D extension of the ERP results with each single trial stacked vertically

and color coded to show it amplitude changes. ERP images can be used to link trial-

varying task parameters or behaviors to the time-domain EEG signal by sorting the EEG

trials according to values of the aligning event, such as the reaction time or the phase of a

frequency-band-specific signal at a certain time point [90]. In our analysis, ERP-images are

used to reveal single trial dynamics that buried in the traditional ERP averaging.
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3.2.3 Time-frequency-domain analyses

3.2.3.1 Fourier transform and Morlet wavelets

One way to visualize the non-phased-locked signaled buried in the average ERP results is to

transform the EEG time series to the frequency domain by using Fourier transform. How-

ever, the Fourier-transform-based frequency representation could not capture the dynamic

frequency changes in the EEG signals. For this reason, we used the Morlet wavelet, simply

a sine wave windowed with a Gaussian, as formulated below:

GaussWin = ae−t2/(2s2) (3.1)

where a represents the amplitude of the Gaussian, t is the time, and s is the standard

deviation or the width of the Gaussian.

For the sine wave, we use its complex form, and by multiplying it with the Gaussian

window, we created the complex Morlet wavelet with the following equation:

cmv = Ae−t2/2s2ei2πft (3.2)

A =
1

(s
√
π)1/2

(3.3)

where f is the peak frequency of the wavelet. A is a frequency band-specific scaling factor.

s is the standard deviation of the Gaussian. After the Morlet wavelets convolution, the real

value represents the bandpass-filtered signal. The magnitude of the vector is related to the

similarity or overlap between the kernel and the EEG signal. And the angle of that vector

represents the phase angle at the peak frequency and the center time point of the wavelet.
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Event-related spectral perturbation analysis

By using the complex morlet wavelet, we could extract broadband time-frequency activ-

ities for different frequencies. However, these frequencies conform to the 1/f power scal-

ing law, meaning the frequency spectrum of data tends to show decreasing power at in-

creasing frequencies. To convert the time-frequency power to a comparable scale that is

amenable to qualitative visual inspection and quantitative statistical analysis, we normal-

ized the frequency-specific post-stimulus power spectra against their respective mean baseline

spectra using decibel conversion:

dBtf = 10 log 10

(
activitytf
baselinef

)
(3.4)

in which t and f are time and frequency points. The baseline without t subscription indi-

cates the mean across the baseline period. The decibel (dB) conversion is robust to many

limitations of the raw power, such as the 1/f power scaling and subject- or electrode-specific

idiosyncratic characteristics. After the baseline normalization, task-related changes in the

post-stimulus period can also be disentangled from background activity, thus known as event-

related spectral perturbation (ERSP) [46].

3.2.4 Source reconstruction analyses

The main purpose of source reconstruction is to identify the cortical sources that contribute

to the EEG signals recorded at the scalp. To reconstruct the cortical sources, two steps

are involved: (1) separation of the cortical independent component. (2) localization of the

physical coordinates. We will approaches these two steps using independent component

analysis (ICA) and boundary element method (BEM) as described below.
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3.2.4.1 Independent component analysis (ICA)

The scalp-recorded EEG signals are a mixture of multiple brain sources with severe contam-

ination by eye movements, blinks, muscle, heart and line noise, etc. This causes a serious

problem for EEG interpretation and analysis. A preferable treatment to this issue is to

apply ICA to multichannel EEG recordings and remove a wide variety of artifacts from EEG

records by eliminating the contributions of artifactual sources onto the scalp sensors. ICA

works by finding a matrix W and a vector w, so that the elements u = [u1, ...uN ]
T of the

linear transformation u = Wx + w of the random vector u = [x1, ...xN ]
T are statistically

independent. In contrast with decorrelation techniques such as PCA which ensures that

< uiuj >= 0,∀ij, ICA impose the much stronger criterion that the multivariate probability

density function (p.d.f) of u factorizes:

fu(u) =
N∏
i=1

fui
(ui) (3.5)

Finding such a factorization involves making the mutual information between the ui goes

to zero: I(ui, uj) = 0,∀ij. Mutual information is a measure which depends on all higher-

order statistics of the ui while decorrelation only take account of 2nd-order statistics.

3.2.4.2 IC selection

The function of ICA analysis is double folded. It could be used to find brain sources as well

as remove artifacts embedded in the data (muscle, eye blinks, or eye movements). The main

criteria to determine if a component is cognitively related or an artifact include: (1) scalp

topography, (2) time series , (3) power spectrum, (4) dipole location, (5) ERP image (6)

residual variance (RV), (7) Percent data variance accounted for. Below are some prominent

features of typical artifacts and brain components that we use as the criteria for classifying

components:

* Eye blinks/saccade (Electro-Oculogram, EOG): Scalp map with a strong far-frontal
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projection, smoothly decreasing EEG spectrum. Vertical eye movement components will

contain blinks in the data. Horizontal eye movement components will look like step functions.

* Muscle activities (electromyography, EMG): Power concentrated in higher frequencies

(>20 Hz). Source can still be dipolar, but will be located outside the skull.

* Heart beat (electrocardiography, ECG or EKG): Clear QRS complex at about 1 Hz.

Near linear gradient scalp topography. No peaks in power spectrum.

* Line noise: 50-Hz or 60-Hz peak in the power spectrum.

* Channel noise: Very focal scalp topography. Typically have a 1/f spectrum.

* Brain components: dipolar scalp topography, low (<15 %) residual variance, Power

spectrum peaks usually between 5 and 30 Hz, most often 10 Hz.

In EEGLAB, the ICLabel plugin is an automated independent component classifier [91],

which has been trained on thousands of labeled ICs by experts and hundreds of thousands

of unlabeled ICs and is used in our practice for IC selection.

3.2.4.3 Source localization

The necessity for source localization is caused by volume conduction. The cortical generated

electric or magnetic need to go through biological tissue to reach the measurement sensors.

The reconstruction of the cortical sources from the scalp-recorded signals is known as the

inverse problem [92]. To start with the inverse process, the electrical conduction properties

of the human head (the volume conductor) have to be modeled.

Model setting and co-registration

A head model defines different regions of brain conductivities. In our analysis, we used

the boundary element model (BEM) with three 3-D surface (skin, skull, cortex) extracted

from the MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) canonical template brain. The 128 electrode

locations are then co-registered to the template electrode locations of the MNI average head

model. Another model to choose is the source model, which defines the type of source to

use. It could be a single dipole with optimized position (DIPFIT), or a distributed model
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with one dipole per brain voxel (Loreta).

Dipple fitting estimates activity at a single point or a small number of points in the

brain that explain the maximal amount of topographical variance. There are two steps

required to create equivalent dipole models for independent components: (1) Coarse-grained

grid scanning involves scanning possible positions in a coarse 3-D grid to determine an

acceptable starting point for fitting equivalent dipoles to each component. (2) Non-linear

interactive fitting involves running an optimization algorithm to find the best position for

each equivalent dipole. Once the dipole location, orientation, and magnitude are estimated,

a weight for each electrode can be determined such that the weighted sum of activity at all

electrodes is the estimate of the dipole activity.

Distributed source imaging estimates the magnitudes of thousands of dipoles all over

the brain with fixed locations and orientations. LORETA and minimum-norm estimators are

two commonly used nonadaptive inverse-source imaging techniques. Nonadaptive distributed

source models can be computed quickly, however, the weights for each electrode are not fine-

tuned to the statistical properties of the data.

3.2.5 Brain connectivity estimation

The brain is a highly dynamic system with complex network organizations. These are dif-

ferent methods to estimated the brain connectivity based on different assumptions.

3.2.5.1 Phase-based connectivity

Phase-based connectivity analyses counts on the distribution of phase angle differences be-

tween two electrodes or independent components. They rely on precise temporal relation-

ships with the assumption that coupled neural populations are synchronized in their phase.

However, they do not provide compelling evidence for directionality. There are several terms

that are used in the literature to describe phase-based connectivity, including phase-locking

value/statistic/factor, phase synchronization, Phase correlation, and phase coherence. Math-
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ematically, intersite phase clustering (ISPC) is a more concise description of the method with-

out any assumptions or interpretations regarding putative neurophysiological mechanisms.

The formula for ISPC is given below:

ISPCf = |n−1

n∑
t=1

ei((ϕxt−ϕyt)| (3.6)

where n is the total number of time points. ϕxt and ϕyt are the phases of the oscillation

in region x and y at frequency f . Typically the angle of ISPC (also called the “preferred

angle”) is ignored. However, when the angle of the mean vector is extracted, it can be used as

supportive evidence for directionality of connectivity, although insufficient for directionality

or causality.

3.2.5.2 Power-based connectivity

Power-based connectivity analyses involve correlating time-frequency power between two

electrodes across time or over trials based on correlation coefficients. A commonly practiced

measure of power-based connectivity is the Pearson correlation coefficient, which is defined

in the formula below:

r =

∑n
t=1(xt − x̄)(yt − ȳ)√∑n
t=1(xt − x̄)2(yt − ȳ)2

(3.7)

The Pearson correlation coefficient requires that the data are normally distributed. Vio-

lations of this assumption will introduce a bias into the correlation coefficient. However,

trial-averaged baseline-corrected power (decibel or percentage change) is often normally dis-

tributed and therefore can be tested using Pearson correlations.

3.2.5.3 Granger causality

Granger causality (GC) is an established measure for inferring directed functional connec-

tivity between stochastic variables based on reduction of prediction error of a putative effect
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predicted by a past observation [93, 94]. The GC value is calculated as the logarithm of

the ratio of the error variances between a univariate model in which current values of X are

predicted only from past values of X, and a bivariate (multivariate) model in which current

values of X are predicted both from past values of X and from past values of Y:

GC = ln(
var(ex)

var(exy)
) (3.8)

In the Granger prediction from Y to X, if Y does not contribute to X, the error variances

would be the same for the uni- and bivariate models, resulting in zero GC values.

3.2.6 Cross-frequency coupling analyses

3.2.6.1 Phase-amplitude coupling (PAC)

The quantification of the PAC values used in this study is based on the modulation index [95],

which test the correlation between the instantaneous phase of a SO and the instantaneous

amplitude of a FO by way of clustered vectors. represents a set of vectors as one vector.

The average length of the vectors with the phase angles of a SO and the amplitudes of a FO

over time is considered as the measure of the raw PAC values [95, 59]:

PAC = |N−1

N∑
n=1

Afa(n)e
iϕfp (n)| (3.9)

in which n represents the time point, N is the total number of time points, Afa(n) is the

amplitude of the FO at time point n, ϕfp(n) is the phase angle (in radians) of the SO at

time point n, and i is the imaginary operator.

To perform statistical analysis on the PAC values and reduce the confounds due to dif-

ferent reference or baseline correction scheme [59], we applied non-parametric permutation

testing with the null hypothesis of no temporal relationship between the phases and ampli-

tudes. It implies that the shuffled high-frequency amplitude and low-frequency phase time
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series will not affect the corresponding PAC values. For this reason, we temporally shifted

the amplitude time series by a random temporal offset without changing the phase angle

time series and then computed the PAC values according to equation 3.9. This random

shifting procedure was repeated for one thousand times to generate a distribution of raw

PAC values that are expected under the null hypothesis. After that, the original PAC value

was compared to the distribution of the null hypothesized PAC values by subtracting the

mean and dividing by the standard deviation, resulting in a standardized Z-value of PAC

(PACz). Different from the raw PAC value, the PACz values are independent of the scale

of the original data, thus could be used for conditional comparisons, both at the individual

level and the group level.

3.2.6.2 Phase-phase coupling (PPC)

The PPC, or phase synchronization/locking, is commonly established by demonstrating a

consistent phase relationship over time, trials, or participants [96]. Besides, the phase dif-

ferences could also be used to speculate the information flow directions, though not causal

relationships [59]. Thus in our analysis, the PPC values are calculated based on both the

consistency and the value of the phases differences using the following equation:

ISPCf |N−1

N∑
n=1

ei(ϕxn−ϕyn ) (3.10)

PPC = |ISPCf | ∗ angle(ISPCf ) (3.11)

where ISPCf is the inter-site phase clustering, N is the total number of time points.

ϕxn and ϕyn are the phases of oscillation x and oscillation y at frequency f . The PPC

value is calculate as the product of the magnitude of ISPCf and the angle of the ISPCf . In

addition, considering that the oral reading pace varies across subjects and averaging over the

whole range would mess up the phase lagging consistency, we selected the EVS of the first
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word for calculating the PPC values where the consistency among subjects was the highest.

3.2.6.3 Amplitude-amplitude coupling (AAC)

The AAC measures the covariation of spectral power across frequency bands and cortical

sites [56]. In our analysis, the AAC values were calculated based on the ERSP results in

which the normalized power changes were cross-correlated between cortical sites:

AAC =

∑N
n=1(f1xn − f1x̄)(f2yn − f2ȳ)√∑N
n=1(f1xn − f1x̄)2(f2yn − f2ȳ)2

(3.12)

where f1xn (f2yn) represents the ERSP value of x (y) at frequency f1 (f2 ) and time point

n, with x̄ (ȳ) as the average ERSP values of x (y) over all time points N .

3.2.7 Statistical analyses

In cognitive electrophysiology, statistical analysis could be performed at two levels according

to different goals and different interpretations. The within-subjects analyses calculates on

the trials of each subject and provide information regarding the cross-trial variability of an

effect relative to the magnitude of the effect. The Group-level analyses calculates across

subjects and could provide information regarding the consistency or generality of effects

among groups.

3.2.7.1 Within-subject statistical analyses

The within- subjects statistics, also called level-1 analysis, consider the trial to be the unit

for analysis, and usually applied in situations: (1) with a small number of subjects. (2)

when testing for the robustness of an effect. (3) when the “raw” analysis values are either

uninterpretable or uncomparable across subjects [59].
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3.2.7.2 Group-level analyses

Group-level statistics, also called level-2 analysis, consider the subject to be the unit for

analysis. This is a more commonly used approach in cognitive electrophysiology. In practice,

the trials within each subject are first average to reduce noise. Then group-level analyses

are performed across subjects to test the generality.

3.2.7.3 Correction for multiple comparisons

Correcting for multiple comparisons is often necessary with electrophysiology data because

of the large number of tests (over electrodes, time points, frequency bands, and so on) [59].

Different multiple comparison methods are suitable for correcting based on different goal of

the statistical threshold.

Bonferroni correction assumes that the statistical tests are independent of each other

and involves dividing the p-value by the number of statistical comparisons. It is perhaps the

most common way to practice multiple comparison in cognitive science. However, it may be

inappropriate as time-frequency results in EEG analyses are usually autocorrelated [59].

False discovery rate correction is based on both the distribution of p-values and also

on the number of tests performed. It works by controlling for the probability of type I errors

within a distribution of p-values. It is also inappropriate in some cases as the FDR-defined

critical p-value becomes exponentially smaller with linear increases in the number of p-values

above 0.05, whereas the critical p-value increases only very slightly with linear increases in

the number of p-values below 0.05 [59].

Nonparametric permutation testing assumes no assumption regarding the popu-

lation distribution. It is widely applicable to: (1) nonnormally distributed data; (2) ex-

ploratory data-driven analyses with multiple comparisons correction. The procedures of

nonparametric permutation testing is listed below:

(1) Creating a Null-Hypothesis Distribution. This is down by condition swapping labels

either for comparing conditions (discrete tests) or for correlating continuous variables (con-
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tinuous tests). After hundreds or thousands of swapping, it will create a distribution of test

statistic values. Under the null hypothesis, the test statistic value would be expected to be

zero-centered.

(2) Determining Statistical Significance. After obtaining the distribution of statistical

test values expected under the null hypothesis, the next step is to compute a p-value as-

sociated with the observed test statistic. This can be down by either counting the number

of extreme null-hypothesis statistical test values divided by the total number of tests, or

by z-transforming the observed test statistic value to standard deviation units of the null-

hypothesis distribution.



Chapter4

Investigation on the Speech Compre-

hension Mechanisms

This Chapter will focus on the first experiment for the investigation of speech perception and

comprehension. The issues of interest we would like to address with this experiment includes:

(1) whether and how the speech production system could facilitate speech perception; and (2)

what is the neural oscillatory mechanisms underlying such interactions. To answer the first

question, we will adopt auditory stimuli of synonym contrasts with articulatory differences

- whether the articulation requires lip rounding or not (Lip-R vs. Lip-N). Then we will look

into the lip motor control regions to compare their response differences to these two stimulus

types. To address the second issue, we will construct frequency-specific brain networks and

inspect the time-varying network organization across different cortical regions. Based on

these results, we will discuss their implication and association with the motor theory of

speech perception, as well as the neural oscillatory application in further neurolinguistic

studies.

4.1 Introduction

Neurobiological and psycholinguistic studies have long postulated that knowledge about ar-

ticulatory features of individual phonemes has an important role in speech perception and

56
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comprehension [97, 98, 99]. One of the most intriguing and highly cited theories is the mo-

tor theory of speech perception [100, 101], which claims that the listener perceives speech

by simulating ”intended articulatory gestures” of the speaker. This perception-production

circuit was demonstrated by some neurobiological evidence showing that passively listening

to phonemes and syllables tends to activate the motor and premotor cortex [102]. Interest-

ingly, these activation were somatotopically organized according to the articulatory effector

that recruited in the production of these phonemes [103]. As reported in an fMRI study

[98], distinct motor regions in the left precentral gyrus governing articulatory movements

of the lips were differentially activated when subjects listened to the lip-related phonemes.

Researchers also used repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to temporarily

disrupt the lip representation area in the left primary motor cortex, and found that the

TMS-induced disruption impaired the categorical perception of phonemes and syllables that

involved lip movement in their articulation [104, 105, 106, 107]. However, in these studies,

a critical component that has been ignored is the semantic interference [107]. It has been

found that action-related verbs could also elicit brain activities in the somatotopic motor

regions [108]. This is known as the theory of embodied semantics [109]. Lack of investigation

on the semantic interference may obscure the results. Besides, the above-mentioned studies

is unsatisfactory in temporal resolution, thus could not give us a clue about when does the

motor contribution was involved.

To disentangle phonological motor effects from semantic ones, our study employed sets

of Chinese synonyms that have near-identical or synonymous meanings but recruit different

articulatory gestures. The adoption of synonymous is for minimizing the semantic influence.

In addition, considering that verbs with action meaning tend to activate the frontal motor

regions and cause confusions [110], all the synonyms used in this experiment were nouns that

referring to relative static objects. For comparison with previous studies, we distinguished

the synonyms by the recruited shape of the lips. In each pair of synonymous, one item

requires lip rounding gestures (e.g., the syllable includes a labial consonant like /b/, /p/ or a
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vowel like /u/), and the other item require no lip rounding gestures (e.g., the syllable includes

a consonant like /k/, /g/ or a vowel like /i/). We also designed control groups are have

synonymous pairs, yet neither of the two items required lip gestures. To find a temporal clue

for the articulatory motor effect, we utilized high resolution electroencephalograph (EEG) to

detect instantaneous brain responses to the time-varying acoustic signals. The event-related

potential (ERP) analysis was performed to compare group differences and detect critical

temporal windows. Then EEG source reconstruction technique was employed to trace back

to the sensorimotor cortex to find out whether the lip motor regions respond differently to

speech sounds with different lip gestures.

4.2 Subjects and materials

Subjects. Twenty-two healthy native Mandarin (standard Chinese) speakers (12 male and

10 female participants) with the mean age of 22.3 years (range 20–24 years) were recruited

from students at Tianjin University. All the participants were right-handed [111] with normal

hearing and normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and reported no diagnosed history of

psychiatric disorders or neurological deficits.

Materials. The auditory stimuli included four types of synonymous pairs (20 pairs

or 40 items for each type) and 160 white noise segments (hissing sounds with the same

frequency of the word stimuli). The synonyms were all two-character Chinese words, lasting

for 800 ms (400 ms per character), and they were evaluated on their familiarity, concreteness,

object-relatedness and emotional features by another 20 native Mandarin speakers, which

is to make sure that each pair of the synonyms have no significant differences in the above

possible influential factors (ps > 0.05). Figure 4.1 gives an illustration of the four types of

synonyms. For type (1), the first characters of the two items in this pair are different, one

of them require lip gestures (LipR) and the other one require no lip gestures (LipN). The

second characters of this pair are the same. Type (2) is a contrast group for Type (1), in
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the four types of synonyms.

which the first characters of the pairs are different, yet neither of them need lip gestures

(LipN). Their second characters are also the same. For type (3), the first characters are the

same, while the second ones differ in their lip gesture requirement (the former) or not (the

latter). Type (4) is a control group of type (3), in which the first characters are the same

and neither of their second characters need lip gestures. The third column of Figure 4.1

gives one example of the synonyms for each type in Chinese. As the periods of difference

(PODs) for type (1) and (2) are on the first character (0-400 ms), and for type (3) and (4)

are on the second character (400-800 ms), we analyzed the Type (1) vs Type (2) contrast

and Type (3) vs Type (4) contrast in these two PODs respectively.

4.3 Analysis results

4.3.1 ERP analysis results

After the preprocessing steps for noise reduction of the EEG data, ERP analysis was con-

ducted on three electrodes in the precentral (FC3), central (C3) and postcentral (CP3) based

on previous localization experiments for the motor-lip representation [104]. Figure 4.2 com-

pares the ERP waves of the four synonym types (row1-4) and noise on the electrodes of
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Figure 4.2: ERP waveform comparison of the four types of synonyms and noise at FC3, C3
and CP3 electrode sites. The four rows of the ERP plots correspond to the four types of
synonyms in order. The three columns of the ERP plots correspond to the three electrode
sites at the precentral, central and postcentral lip-related regions. Adapted from [112] Figure.
1
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FC3, C3 and CP3 (column 1-3) in their corresponding PODs (0-400 ms for type (1) and (2);

400-800 ms for type (3) and (4)). In general, ERP wave of the noise showed less fluctuation

than that in the word cases, especially during the 400-800 ms range. In the 0-400 ms period,

noise stimuli elicited a negative peak shortly after 100 ms (N1 component) and a positive

peak around 200 ms (P2 component) in all three electrode sites, as shown in the illustra-

tion of type (1) and (2). This could be explained by the electrocortical mapping from the

near auditory-related cortical areas, namely the superior temporal gyrus, Broca’s area, and

Wernicke’s area, where the acoustic-phonetic and phonological information is processed to

discriminate noises from speech signals. After that, the process of noises was exempted from

the higher-level analysis of semantic meaning in N400 and the later periods. In terms of the

word conditions, ERP results of type (1) showed that compared to LipNS, LipRS elicited a

more significant negative peak (p < 0.05) around 200 ms at the electrodes of FC3 and C3,

as marked with black lines on the time axis. This negative peak was not significant at the

PC3 electrode. For type (2), no significant (P > 0.05) ERP difference was found between

the two LipNS conditions during the whole POD. In the 400-800 ms range, a large negative

peak was also found in the SLipR condition of type (3) 200 ms after the onset of the second

character (600 ms post-onset of the two-character word). This negative peak lasted for the

longest duration at FC3 and C3 electrodes, while it was quite transient at CP3 electrode.

In type (4), the two SLipN conditions again failed to show significant differences at 200

ms after onset of the test word. These results revealed that in passive speech perception

tasks, words with lip-related features elicited stronger activation in the precentral lip motor

regions than their synonyms lacking lip-related gestures with a 200-ms latency. In short, at

about 200 ms post-onset, the event-related potential of LipR and LipN showed a significant

polarity reversal near the precentral lip motor areas.
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Figure 4.3: CDR results on the cortical maps for type (1) and (3) at 200 ms and 600 ms
post-stimulus onset, respectively. The intensity of the maximum activation was normalized
as 100%, and the cortical regions with an activation intensity over 60% was highlighted
referring to the color scale on the left.. Adapted from [112] Figure. 2
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4.3.2 EEG source reconstruction results

To inspect on the cortical sources of activation differences, we performed the current density

reconstruction (CDR) on the constraint of standardized Low Resolution Electromagnetic

Tomography, which is capable of exhibiting cerebral dynamic sources on a 3D cortical map

and providing the activation extent at each time point. The CDR results of type (1) and

(3) were inspected during the whole range of their PODs, but special attention was given

to the time periods when significant ERP differences (p ¡ 0.05) were found between the

LipR-LipN contrasts. As shown in Figure 4.3, the intensity of the maximum activation

was normalized as 100%, where the cortical regions with an activation intensity over 60%

were highlighted (referring to the color scale on the left). As expected, in type (1), at 200

ms after the onset of the first character, the inferior precentral and central gyrus, covering

the lip-related motor and premotor areas were activated significantly by the LipR-S stimuli,

which was absent in the lipN-S condition. Similarly, in type (3), when the second character

was displayed for 200 ms (600 ms after onset), S-LipR also induced obvious stimulation

near or over the lip somatotopic regions, which was also failed to be detected in the S-

LipN condition. These findings are consistent with the ERP outcomes, providing neuro-

experimental evidence for an involvement of the articulatory motor control in the lip-related

regions in response to speech sounds involving lip-related articulatory information. In short,

during speech perception and comprehension of synonyms, the items that recruit lip rounding

gestures for its articulation elicited a stronger neural response in the precentral lip motor

cortex around 200 ms post-onset compared to the items that involves little lip movement.

This result suggests an automatic motor-somatotopic association when perceiving spoken

words with specific articulatory features, even when the semantics are carefully controlled.

Basically, our findings are in agreement with the motor theory of speech perception in the

sense of the articulatory facilitation to comprehension. However, it’s still arguable whether

the motor circuits play a causal contribution to speech perception, which requires a step
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further investigation in future research.

4.3.3 Frequency-specific brain network reconstruction

To reveal the frequency-specific brain network dynamics, we used multivariate autoregressive

modeling (MVAR) methods in the reconstruction of time-varying brain connectivity. Con-

sidering that the neural oscillatory activities in distinct frequency bands are associated with

different brain states, we decomposed the network activities in the theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-

15 Hz), beta (15-30 Hz) and gamma (30-45 Hz) bands separately. For each frequency band,

the connectivity strength differences between word and noise conditions (word-noise) were

depicted in Figure 4.4. As shown, network connections in the high gamma band were mainly

distributed in the temporal lobe along the ventral path, which is conventionally correlated

with the processing of the speech fine structure at the phonetic scale [113]. Theta rhythms,

closely correlates with the acoustic envelope of naturalistic speech at the syllabic rate [114]

was also found with dominant network activity in the ventral path. This theta-gamma cou-

pling is also in line with its spatial function in the temporal lobe for the transformation from

phonetic to syllable and lexical perception [115, 116]. Beta band,in close relation with sen-

sorimotor behavior [117, 118], appeared with stronger connectivity along the dorsal stream.

Alpha oscillation showed up with a wide connection along both ventral and dorsal streams,

consistent with its mediation function for pathway direction and selective attention [119].

Figure 4.5 unfolded the brain network dynamics of word processing onto a time-frequency

grid. Notice that functional network along the ventral stream showed up early in the gamma

the theta bands for the primary auditory processing. Alpha oscillation also showed an early

involvement for pathway direction. Over time, network connection in the gamma and theta

bands flowed from STG to MTG and ITG in the posterior parts for higher cognition. Whereas

dorsal connections in the beta band appeared much later near the end of the auditory stimuli

as articulatory simulation for speech confirmation.
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Figure 4.4: Brain connectives of word processing in the Theta, Alpha, Beta, and Gamma
bands. Adapted from [120] Fig. 3

Figure 4.5: Temporal-spatial-spectral brain network dynamics of word processing. Adapted
from [120] Fig. 4
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4.4 Discussion

Speech perception and production are inextricably integrated. However, Evidence for the

participation of one system in another among the perception-production loop is unevenly

provided. For example, there is unequivocal evidence for an important influence of sensory

systems on speech production [3, 121, 122]. Behaviorally, it is well-established that auditory

input can produce rapid and automatic effects on speech production. For example, delayed

auditory feedback of one’s own voice disrupts speech fluency [121]. Other forms of altered

speech feedback have similar effects: shifting the pitch or first formant (frequency band of

speech) in the auditory feedback of a speaker results in rapid compensatory modulation

of speech output [122], indicating that auditory feedback is important in maintaining ar-

ticulatory tuning. As in our oral reading task for speech production (Experiment 3), the

participation of the auditory system in the STG/STS has also been identified (Figure 5.2).

Although not every subject recruited the auditory region for the oral reading task, some even

intentionally suppress the auditory feedback for a smooth articulation. There is no doubt

that speech perception system plays a role in the production process. More recently, research

on motor control has revealed why this sensory-motor link is so critical [74, 80]. Motor acts

aim to hit sensory targets. In the speech domain, the targets are not external objects but

internal representations of the sound pattern (phonological form) of a word. During speech

programming, the auditory information is compared with a prediction derived from the ef-

ferent copy of the motor output, with the resulting prediction error used to keep an internal

state tracking of the vocal tract [74].

On the other hand, evidence for the role of motor speech system in speech recognition

is relatively rare. This idea dates back to the 1960s when the motor theory of speech per-

ception was proposed by Liberman and colleagues: listener perceives speech by simulating

the ”intended articulatory gestures” of the speaker [100]. The motivation for this proposal

was the observation that there is not a one-to-one correspondence between acoustic pat-
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terns and perceived phonemes. Therefore, the objects of speech perception are the intended

phonetic gestures of the speaker (represented in the brain as invariant motor commands),

rather than auditory transforms of the acoustic speech signal. Therefore, perceiving speech

necessarily involves speech motor system recruitment [100]. Unfortunately, empirical work

aimed at testing this hypothesis failed to support it by the 1990s. However, the discovery of

mirror neurons in the frontal lobe of macaque monkeys revitalized the theory[123, 124, 103],

at least among neuroscientists [125]. Mirror neurons respond both during action execution

and action perception [123, 124, 103], a response pattern that had led to the hypothesis

that ’we understand action because the motor representation of that action is activated in

our brain’ [123]. There is good evidence that motor-related systems and processes can play

a role in at least some speech perception tasks. For example, stimulating motor lip areas

produces a small bias to hear partially ambiguous speech sounds as a sound formed by lip

closure (e.g., /b/) whereas stimulation of motor tongue areas bias perception toward sounds

with prominent tongue movements (e.g., /t/) [126]. Following this logic, in our investigation

of the perception-production interactions, we employed disyllabic synonyms with different

extent of the lip involvement in a listening task. And we found that during the listening

task of Lip-rounding sounds, the motor regions of lip motor control show stronger activation

in contrast to sounds that does not involve lip rounding gestures. This results provided a

supportive neural evidence for the motor theory of speech perception, showing that passively

listening to phonemes and syllables tends to activate the motor and premotor cortex [102].

4.5 Summary

Experiment 1 investigated the neural mechanism of speech perception and comprehension.

From LipR-LipN comparasion, we found active participation of the dorsal motor regions

in the speech perception and comprehension process. This provides a neural experimental

evidence for the motor theory of speech perception. Our frequency-specific analysis further
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identified that gamma the theta bands mainly functions in the ventral stream for phonolog-

ical and lexical level processing, respectively. Beta band,in close relation with sensorimotor

behavior, also participated and show stronger connectivity along the dorsal stream. Al-

pha oscillation showed up with a wide connection along both ventral and dorsal streams,

consistent with its mediation function for pathway direction and selective attention. These

oscillatory characteristics are consistent with their rhythmic properties in terms of temporal

duration and spatial distribution and also consistent with the functionalities of the ventral

stream for speech comprehension and the dorsal stream for speech production.



Chapter5

Investigation on the Speech Produc-

tion Mechanisms

This Chapter will focus on the second experiment for the investigation of speech production

during an oral sentence reading task. The topic of interest is the hierarchical structure of

sentence organization and its underlying neural oscillatory mechanisms. A key question we

would like to address is whether and how the syntactic structure and semantic association

from our internal knowledge could top-down influence the behavior of visual reading and

speech production process. I will analyze from the spatiotemporal brain network dynamics

and introduce the cross-frequency coupling mechanism to address the organization of lin-

guistic hierarchy and the bidirectional interactions between the top-down and bottom-up

processes.

5.1 Introduction

Sentence oral reading requires cortical processing for top-down control over the semantic

comprehension and speech production systems [127]. This top-down control involves hierar-

chical organization of the orthographic, phonological, semantic and syntactic information for

sentence representation [83], as well as goal directing, motor planning, and concrete motor

execution for speech production [128, 129]. These tasks require the activation of distinctive

69
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functional networks [130] and the transient modulation of effective connectivity strengths

between areas [131] in both bottom-up and top-down directions [132]. To date, there still

lacks a comprehensive framework that describes the involved spatiotemporal brain network

dynamics, meanwhile explains its neural operational mechanisms. This absence greatly lim-

ited our overall understanding of the speech functions as an interactive chain, and left many

long-standing disputes unresolved [133]. One hot topic around speech production and com-

prehension concerns whether and how our internal knowledge of the syntactic structure and

semantic association could actively affect the strategy of sentence processing [45]. Con-

ventional cognitive studies tended to treat the brain as a passive, stimulus-driven device

[RN3532], by which sensory information is feed forward progressively to higher associa-

tion cortices for cognition and motor actions [134]. Contrarily, accumulating anatomical,

psychophysical, and physiological evidences are converging to a more active view of brain

functions, where top-down influences such as expectation or goal orientation play a critical

role in parallel with the bottom-up process [135, 131, 136].

Researchers aiming to address the controversy approached either behaviorally or neuro-

physiologically [133]. For the behavioral measurement, a common practice is to record the

eye movement trajectory and speech signals during oral reading [137, 138, 139]. The laten-

cies in-between the gaze onset and articulatory onset of each word in the sentence, known as

the eye-voice span (EVS), could be used to evaluate the speech planning strategies in certain

contexts [137]. It turned out that the incrementality of the EVS varies from a lexicon, a

phrase, to a clause or even an entire sentence [138], which correspond to different speech

planning strategies. Specifically, the lexical incrementality suggests a serial word encoding

with a passive strategy, whereas the structural incrementality implies an organized sentence

unfolding strategy with an active involvement of cognitive resources [139]. Further studies

verified that these EVS variations depend on the accessibility of the contextual informa-

tion and the availability of prior knowledge [137]. On the other hand, neurophysiological

researchers are more interested in the cortical tracking of the visual and auditory stimuli at
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multiple scales [57, 140, 141, 142]. An interesting phenomena, called cortical entrainment,

has been consistently identified [143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148], which refers to the align-

ment of rhythmic neural activity with an external periodic or quasiperiodic stimulus [144,

133]. In speech processing, these quasiperiodic elements can be fluctuations in the amplitude

envelope associated with syllables [149, 150] or linguistic representations generated in the

mind of the listener, such as syntactic phrase boundaries [151, 152]. Correspondingly, neural

oscillations in different frequency bands have been attributed with distinctive entrainment

properties [151, 56, 153, 54, 154]. For instance, gamma (>30 Hz) oscillations with fast rhyth-

mic cycles are suitable for entraining with fine-grained visual details and sub-phonetic speech

structures [155, 156]. Theta (4–8 Hz) and delta (1–4 Hz) oscillations have longer duration

that roughly corresponds to speech envelopes, thus are suitable for entraining with syllabic,

phrasal and clausal structures [114, 157]. Moreover, alpha (8–13 Hz) oscillations, ubiquitous

during resting state, usually get suppressed with sensory inputs along the processing path,

thus were associated with sensory-gating process [158]. Beta (15–30 Hz) oscillations, usually

in the form of suppression are commonly observed in the sensorimotor regions during motor

planning and execution in speech production [159, 160].

several recent studies have provided evidence for oscillatory models that entail a more ac-

tive role of cortical tracking in speech comprehension [161, 162, 163, 151, 149, 146, 150]. And

it has been recently proposed that cortical tracking consists of both “entrainment proper”

(phase-locking to acoustic periodicities of the signal) and “intrinsic synchronicities” reflecting

the endogenous generation of linguistic structure and predictions [164].

Given these oscillatory features and corresponding cortical localization, however, is not

sufficient for us to have a clear image of the cortical network dynamics for the syntactic

and semantic influence from higher-cognition to sensorimotor regions. Besides, how different

levels of linguistic units in the sentence hierarchy could be cortically entrained and inte-

grated from distributed areas into a coherent concept remains obscure. The serial/parallel

(visual, semantic, syntactic, motor, and auditory) processes of each word in a sentence re-
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quire the activation of different functional networks and the transient modulation of the

effective connectivity strength between areas. How is this dynamic coordination of networks

accomplished? in a recurrent, concatenated and overlapping manner.

local high frequency neural activity typical of motor or perceptual cortices is modulated

by low frequency neural oscillations typical of prefrontal cortex, which might be achieved via

cross-frequency coupling (Canolty and Knight, 2010).

To address the issues of multi-scale integration and dynamics network construction, we

introduced a mechanism that is biologically plausible and receives growing research atten-

tion, namely cross-frequency coupling (CFC) [56, 165, 27, 54]. CFC refers to a statistical

relationship between neural oscillations in two different frequency bands. CFC can take

different forms as it associates the phase, frequency, and amplitude of coupled oscillations

[53]. Most commonly studied forms of CFC are phase-amplitude coupling (PAC) [55], phase-

phase coupling (PPC) [23], and amplitude-amplitude coupling (AAC) [35]. Specific forms of

coupling can be a signature of the underlying network physiology and associated with differ-

ent putative functions, including neural representations of environment items [166], parsing

of sensory stimuli with complex temporal structures [24], communication over distinct ar-

eas [131], and internal modulation of neural processing based on temporal predictions [45,

68]. For example, theta-gamma coupling is considered as a fundamental language processing

mechanism that groups the sub-phonetic speech structures carried by gamma oscillations

into the theta temporal windows for lexical interpretation [167, 24]. Alpha-gamma coupling

is associated with a primary sensory gating mechanism where the gamma-modulated sensory

input is selectively suppressed via alpha inhibition if it is irrelevant or unattended [168, 169].

Considering that oral sentence processing is characterized by an intrinsic quasi-rhythmic

temporal structure at multiple linguistic levels [53], there ought to be a mental correspon-

dence in the hierarchical cortical representation, as well as a higher cognitive control over the

routing of information across scales from sensory to motor areas [23]. Thus, a neural oscil-

latory system with multiple frequency bands and various forms of cross-frequency coupling
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are well-suited for this purpose [23, 57].

Taking all the above mentioned, we designed an oral reading task with simultaneous

recording of the eye movement, speech and electroencephalography (EEG) signals. The

behavioral tracking would be used for the examination of the EVS strategies and for the

segmentation of different cognitive stages. The adoption of the EEG technique is in view

of its high temporal resolution and deeper revelation of the neural oscillatory mechanisms

compared to functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), positron emission tomography

(PET), etc [84, 43]. Thankfully, recent improvements in EEG artifact reduction and source

reconstruction algorithms have turned out to be successful in reducing the contamination

of orofacial muscle movement and approximating the identification of cortical locations,

which provided us with great opportunity to reconstruct the time-varying network organiza-

tion with sufficient spatiotemporal satisfaction [92]. Furthermore, considering that different

forms of CFC may reflect different aspects of oscillatory processing, we calculated the PAC,

PPC and AAC values for the examination of regional cross-frequency nesting, inter-regional

phase synchronization, and excitatory/inhibitory relations, respectively. These CFC patterns

with inter-regional connections and information flow directions would be used to construct a

neurofunctional model for the speech production and comprehension (SPAC) process. The

current prevailing dual-stream model [60, 67, 68] and hierarchical state feedback control

(HSFC) model [127] for speech processing have laid the foundation of a dual-stream hier-

archical architecture with feedforward and feedback loops at the phonological and lexical

levels. Our aims with the SPAC model is to (1) extend to the sentence level with the consid-

eration of syntactic and semantic effects. (2) complement with spatiotemporal brain network

dynamics beyond the neural pathways. (3) explain with the cross-frequency coupling mecha-

nisms for the bridging of linguistic form diversities and representational hierarchies, as well as

the bidirectional interactions between the bottom-up sensory input and top-down cognitive

regulations.
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5.2 Subjects and materials

Subjects. Twenty Mandarin speakers (12 male, 8 female. Age: 22.5 years, SD = 4.4)

participated in this study. All the participants were right-handed [170], with normal or

corrected-to-normal vision, normal hearing and speaking abilities, and no psychological dis-

orders. Ethical approval for this experiment was obtained from the local Research Ethics

Committee. The participants all signed the informed consent for this experimental partici-

pation.

Materials. The text materials consisted of 60 syntactically consistent sentences. Each

sentence is composed of eight disyllabic words, corresponding to sixteen Chinese characters

in total. An example sentence with English translation underneath is given in Figure 5.1

(A). During oral reading, the whole sentence was presented on the screen with the sixteen

characters evenly spaced in a single line.

5.3 Analysis results

5.3.1 Behavioral analysis results

Figure 5.1 (A) illustrates the hierarchical structure for one example out of the sixty syn-

tactically consistent sentences. Each sentence comprised sixteen Chinese characters (sixteen

syllables). Every two characters constitute one semantic unit (one disyllabic word). The re-

sulting eight disyllabic word items could be further segmented into three clauses (underlined

with black dot lines) with the Stanford parser and the Chinese Treebank [171].

Figure. 5.1 (B) demonstrates the eye movement trajectory (blue trace) and speech spec-

trum (grey background) for one typical trial of the example sentence. The statistical analyses

of the eye movement and speech signals were performed across trials and subjects. The av-

eraged duration for processing the whole sentence (from the gaze onset of the first word to

the speech offset of the last word) was 4412.8 ms (SD = 559.3 ms). As one can see from
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Figure 5.1: Sentence syntactic structure and behavioral results of eye movement and speech
segmentation. (A) The syntactic structure of an example sentence. (B) Eye movement
trajectory and speech spectrum for one typical trial of sentence oral reading. The x-axis
represents the time from the onset of sentence presentation (0 s) to the offset of sentence
articulation (4.5 s). The y-axis indicates eye movement from the left to the right. The gaze
onsets of the eight words are marked with blue characters adjacent to the eye movement
trajectory (blue step-wise traces) and segmented with horizontal blue lines as gaze bound-
aries. The speech onsets of the eight words are marked with red characters under the speech
spectrum (grey background) and segmented with vertical red lines as phonological lexical
boundaries. (C) The averaged eye-voice span (EVS) between the gaze onsets and speech
onsets of the eight word items. The x-axis represents the word indexes. The y-axis indicates
the time latency (ms). The box plot shows the averaged latencies and quartiles across trials
and participants.

the eye movement trace, the initial visual fixation started from the screen center. After

the onset of sentence presentation (at 0 ms), the participant gaze-shifted from the fixation

point to the start of the sentence at around 369 ms. The scanning of the word sequence

then proceeded in a step-wise manner, where the vertical lines represent the saccade from

one character to another and the horizontal lines represent the fixation within one character

field (The microsaccade, nystagmus and drift, etc were excluded from the current analysis).

In some cases, the two characters of a disyllabic word were processed at once, implying a

word grouping tendency. This phenomenon suggests that the subject may have retrieved
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his/her mental lexicon to be able to group-process the two characters as one unit. Subse-

quently, we outlined the boundaries of the eight disyllabic words by defining the falling of

the eye sight into the visual field of a word as its gaze onset and the moving out of the

eye sight from the word field to another as its gaze offset, as divided by the horizontal blue

dotted lines and marked with blue characters in Figure 5.1 (B). Similarly, we segmented the

speech boundaries between the eight disyllabic words, as divided by the vertical red dotted

lines and marked with red characters. According to the time delay from the gaze onset and

speech onset of each word, the articulatory initiation of each word is about two-word-length

behind the corresponding gaze onset. This duration is almost long enough to precode a

whole clause (maximum 3 words) during the speech planning period. These observation,

in general, suggest a pre-reading phenomenon where the visual and articulatory processes

interleave and a semantic effect where the subjects actively retrieve lexical meanings prior

to articulation for optimizing the oral reading process.

In Figure 5.1 (C), we calculated the averaged EVS in between the gaze onset and speech

onset of the eight words across subjects. The eye-voice span is indicative of the involved

energy resources for semantic comprehension and speech motor programming, where longer

EVS is taken as a more effortful process [137]. From the EVS plot, a general time-latency

reduction tendency (β = −32.193, p < .05, adjusted R2 = 0.9570) was noticeable along the

whole word sequence (which is not shown in the figure). Further regression analyses indicated

that a syntactically consistent pattern (piece-wise linear regression as three segments) could

better fit the averaged EVSs (adjusted R2 = 0.9863), as illustrated with the black ’dot-line-

dot’, than the simple linear regression. The structural incremantality suggests a syntactic

involvement, which might be explained by active speaker control and the availability of

context. Speakers normally prefer to maximize fluency by planning their utterance more

extensively before speaking. Besides that, the repetitive syntactic patterns in all the sentence

materials as well as the initial impression of the whole sentence on the screen may also

contribute to the syntactic priming effect and facilitate later oral reading processes [139].
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5.3.2 EEG source reconstruction results

To trace back to the cortical sources and have a broad view of the event-related spectral

perturbation in different frequency bands, we first inspected the ERSP results of 16 IC

clusters that were mainly involved in the oral reading process, as illustrated in Figure.

5.2. For each cluster, the ECD positions of the ICs were projected onto a standard MNI

template (sagittal view, black background). Next to each fMRI projection on the left side,

the averaged ERSP result of the IC cluster is plotted as a time-by-frequency plane (time

range: -500–4500 ms, frequency range: 3–60 Hz, log-spectral power scale: -2–2 dB). In

each ERSP plot, the positive (red) regions correspond to power increase, which indicate

event-related synchronization (ERS) in that cortical area. In contrast, the negative (blue)

regions correspond to power decrease, which indicate event-related desynchronization (ERD).

Because macroscopic EEG recording could capture neural oscillations from both excitatory

and inhibitory neurons, the event-related activation in different frequency bands may show

up as either ERS and ERD according to the task demands and the oscillatory properties

of corresponding brain origins. Generally speaking, delta, theta and gamma oscillations

tend to synchronize (ERS) in response to cognitive demands [172], whereas alpha and beta

oscillations tend to desynchronize (ERD) in response to sensorimotor activities [173]. To

closely inspect the frequency-specific fluctuations in the ERSP results, the visual cortical

cluster (VC) was found to be slightly left-biased with strong power increase in the 3–8

Hz range (delta and theta ERS) and power decrease in the 9–13 Hz range (alpha ERD).

In the ventral stream, cortical areas presented strong delta, theta (3–8 Hz) and gamma

(30-60 Hz) ERS, which include the bihemispheric posterior middle/inferior temporal gyrus

(pMTG/pITG), the left anterior temporal lobe (ATL), and the right superior temporal

gyrus/sulcus (STG/STS). Notice that in these ventral areas, delta and theta ERS occurred

as early as the sentence onset, whereas gamma ERS occurred around 1000 ms, following

the articulatory onset. In the dorsal stream including the left parietal cortex (PC), right
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Figure 5.2: Independent component clustering and event-related spectral perturbation
(ERSP) of cortical sources. For each cortical location, the clustered independent compo-
nents (blue dots) and the cluster center (red dot) are mapped onto an fMRI template (sagit-
tal view, black background). The corresponding ERSP plot for each IC cluster is shown by
the left side, which is calculated by averaging the spectral perturbation of all the compo-
nents within the cluster. The x-axis of the ERSP plot represents time (-500–4500 ms), and
the y-axis frequency bands (δ (3–4 Hz), θ (4–8 Hz), α (8–15 Hz), β (15–30 Hz), γ (30–50
Hz)). The power scale of the ERSP results (log-scaled, -2–2 dB) is illustrated at the bottom
right. The positive (red) regions in the ERSP plots indicate power increase, which imply
event-related synchronization (ERS) in that cortical region. In contrast, the negative (blue)
regions indicate power decrease, which imply event-related desynchronization (ERD). Ab-
breviations: VC – visual cortex, pMTG - posterior middle temporal gyrus, pITG - posterior
inferior temporal gyrus, STG – superior temporal gyrus, STS - superior temporal sulcus,
vPMC - ventral premotor cortex, ATL – anterior temporal lobe, Spt - Sylvian fissure at the
parieto-temporal boundary, PFC – prefrontal cortex, IPL – inferior parietal lobe, SMC –
sensorimotor cortex, SMA – supplementary motor area, PC - parietal cortex, M1 - primary
motor area, S1 - primary somatosensory area, S2 - secondary somatosensory area.
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supplementary area (SMA), and the bilateral sensorimotor cortex (SMC, which could be

further divided into primary motor area (M1) and primary somatosensory area (S1)), the

concurrent alpha (8–13 Hz) and beta (15–25 Hz) ERD are the most significant features, also

known as µ rhythm [37]. Cortical areas in between the ventral and dorsal roots include the

bilateral Sylvian fissure at the parieto-temporal boundary (Spt), the vental premotor cortex

(vPMC), and the inferior parietal lobe (IPL). In these middle areas, broad range activities

such as delta-theta-gamma ERS and alpha-beta ERD coexisted.

From a functional localization perspective, these cortical components are generally sym-

metric with only a few bihemispheric differences. Specifically, the ATL is more active in

the left hemisphere, whereas the STG/STS activation is more obvious in the right hemi-

sphere. Functionally, the ATL is speculated to serve as an interface between posterior lexi-

cal–semantic systems and frontal systems for structuring lexical meaning into sentence-level

context [174, 175]. The STG/STS is thought to carry out the acoustic–phonetic processing

for auditory feedback in speech production tasks [176]. Thus, the bilateral differences of these

regions, under the framework of the dual-stream model [60], can be well-explained by the

left-hemispheric dominance for the sentence-level semantic association in the ATL, and by

the left-biased speech motor programming that sends inhibitory copies of motor commands

to the ipsilateral auditory regions for prediction, which in turn suppress the activation of the

left STG/STS during auditory feedback. Other than these left-right asymmetry, the pMT-

G/pITG regions as the sound-meaning interface for relating perceived sensory (auditory or

visual) information into lexical representation were found to be bilaterally involved, which

is consistent with the proposal in the dual-stream model [60]. The Spt region has been iden-

tified in the dual-stream model as a sensory-motor interface for coordinate transform from

auditory or visual modalities into motor representations [60, 177]. The IPL region has been

proposed in the state feedback control (SFC) model [178] as a somatosensory-motor interface

where the motor efferent copy from the motor network is compared with the somatosensory

feedback for future correction. Besides, another region for sensory-motor integration is the
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vPMC, which was found to connect with the Spt and IPL via the arcuate fasciculus (AF)

and superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF) respectively [179]. The left SMC covers the M1

and S1 that were clustered together due to their cortical proximity and oscillatory similarity.

The right hemisphere was also found with the SMA response together with the M1 activities.

The SMA is important for temporal (sequence) organization and initiation of movements.

Moreover, The the prefrontal-parietal (PFC-PC) regions has long been suggested to play

an important role in cognitive control, in the ability to orchestrate thought and action in

accordance with internal goals [180, 181, 182]. In summary, our source reconstruction and

IC cluster results identified bihemispheric involvement of cortical components in the oral

reading task. We generally agree with the dual-stream model [178, 60] regarding the ventral

and dorsal organization for speech comprehension and production and the left-dominance in

higher-level semantic processing and speech motor programming. However, we emphasise a

broader right-hemispheric participation and a higher-level cognition in the PFC-PC network

over the ventral and dorsal streams.

5.3.3 Cross-frequency coupling results

5.3.3.1 Phase-amplitude coupling (PAC)

For each IC cluster illustrated in Figure 5.2, we calculated the PAC values between low

frequency (1-15 Hz) for phase and high frequency (5-60 Hz) for amplitude (power) and

z-transformed them into PACz values after permutation testing. Figure 5.3 A shows the

PACz values of eight cortical regions in the left hemisphere. The PACz values for the right

hemisphere are given in supplementary materials. The red regions with ovethreshld PACz

values (PACz > 1.65, p < 0.05) were considered as significant PAC phenomena and marked

on the cortical map (Figure 5.3 B) with certain PAC attributes. Totally, six PAC categories

with clearer neurofunctional meaning were considered, namely the alpha-gamma coupling,

alpha-beta coupling, theta-gamma coupling, theta-alpha coupling, delta-alpha coupling, and
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Figure 5.3: Phase-amplitude coupling (PAC) results of bihemispheric cortical regions. (A)
Illustration of the normalized PACz values for eight cortical regions in the left hemisphere.
The x-axis represents lower frequency for phase (1–15 Hz), and the y-axis represents higher
frequency for power (5–60 Hz). The color-coded PACz values is calculated after permutation
test and z-normalization from the original PAC values. (B) Cortical localization with five
categories of significant PACz values (PACz > 1.65, p < 0.05) in both hemispheres.
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delta-theta coupling. From the cortical PAC distribution in the left hemisphere, it can be

noticed that alpha-gamma coupling (green dots) were mainly located in the VC and adjacent

pMTG/pITG, Spt, IPL, and PC. Alpha-beta coupling (blue dots) were mainly located in the

dorsal areas, e.g., PFC, SMC, IPL, and PC. Delta-theta coupling (yellow dots) and theta-

gamma coupling (pink dots) were mainly located along the ventral areas, e.g., vPMC, ATL,

and pMTG/pITG. Theta-alpha coupling (red dots) were mainly in the PFC and PC areas.

Finally, delta-alpha coupling (orange dots) has a wide distribution over the dual-stream

paths. The right hemisphere presented some similarities with the left part, except some

additional delta-alpha and alpha-gamma couplings in the STG/STS, Spt, IPL and SMC

(S1) areas. The account for these right dominance, or left absence, might also related to the

cancellation of the auditory feedback (in the STG/STS, Spt) and somatosensory feedback

(in the IPL and SMC (S1)) by the predictive motor commands that were mainly organized

in the left hemisphere.

5.3.3.2 Phase-phase coupling (PPC)

Figure 5.4 shows an example of the intersite phase clustering (ISPC) results between corti-

cal sites along the ventral stream. Figure 5.4 A, B, and C illustrate the three tested corti-

cal pairs that are supposedly involved in the visual processing (VC), lexical representation

(pMTG/pITG), semantic association (ATL) and high-level (syntactic) integration (PFC).

The arrows indicate the information flow between the cortical pairs, which is derived from

the ISPC results beneath. Figure 5.4 a1, b1, and c1 illustrate the signals of these regions

filtered at 4 Hz. The selection of 4 Hz for the PPC testing is in consideration that theta band

generally serves as the long-range communication channel for distributed cortical regions. In

addition, the 4-Hz significance in the PAC has been verified in our PAC results for both

ventral and dorsal connections (as illustrated in Figure 5.3). From the signal plots in Figure

5.4 a1, b1, and c1, it could be noticed that the major fluctuations occur between 0 ms and

1000 ms, which overlaps with the EVS of the first word. This dominance of fluctuations in
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Figure 5.4: Intersite phase clustering (ISPC) between cortical sites along the ventral stream.
(A) Illustration of the path linking the ATL and the PFC. (a1) Illustration of the filtered
signals of the ATL (red) and the PFC (blue) at 4 Hz. (a2) Distribution of the phase dif-
ferences between the ATL and the PFC at each time point (shown as unit-length vectors
with a certain angle in the poplarplot). The ISPC value on top of the poplarplot is defined
as the average angle of dark lines. Positive ISPC value implies phase leading of the first
component (ATL) over the other one (PFC), and vice versa. (B) Illustration of the path
linking the ATL and the pMTG/pITG. (b1) Illustration of the filtered signals of the ATL
(red) and the pMTG/pITG (yellow) at 4 Hz. (b2) Distribution of the phase differences be-
tween the ATL and the pMTG/pITG over the first EVS. (C) Illustration of the path linking
the pMTG/pITG and the VC. (c1) Illustration of the filtered signals of the pMTG/pITG
(yellow) and the VC (green) at 4 Hz. (c2) Distribution of the phase differences between the
pMTG/pITG and the VC over the first EVS. The time ranges for calculating the ISPC span
the first EVS from the gaze onset (369 ms) to the speech onset (1099 ms) of the first word.
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the early stage might be explained by neuroadaptation [23], namely the neuronal responses

decrease over time to constant stimuli, and/or by the time response differences across sub-

jects that dampen the signals over time. In view of above reasons, we calculated the ISPC

in the time range of 369-1099 ms, which covers the EVS of the first word from gaze onset to

speech onset. The clustered phase differences over time are illustrated in Figure 5.4 a2, b2,

and c2. From the sign (positive or negative) of the ISPC values on top of each polar diagram,

we could speculate the information flow direction based on the judging of phase leading or

phase lagging. The absolute value of the ISPC may also provide information regarding the

time difference for signal routing between each cortical pair. From the ventral ISPC results,

the 4 Hz signal is supposed to originate from the ATL, propagating one way up to the PFC,

and another way down to the pMTG/pITG, and furter to the VC. Hence, the ATL as an

intermediate semantic association area could both top-down regulate the visual recognition

process in the VC and bottom-up transfer the low-level information into PFC for appropriate

action via higher-lever integration.

Figure 5.5 shows the ISPC results between cortical sites along the dorsal stream. Figure

5.5 A, B, and C illustrate the tested cortical pairs that are supposedly to be involved in

cognitive control (PFC), motor execution (SMC), speech motor programming (vPMC) and

sensory-motor interface (Spt). Figure 5.5 a1, b1, and c1 illustrate the signals of these regions

filtered at 4 Hz. Figure 5.5 a2, b2, and c2 show the phase differences between these cortical

pairs over the EVS of the first word. From the signs of the ISPC values on top of the polar

diagrams, it is speculated that the PFC projects commands onto the SMC, which sends

efferent copy to the vPMC, and then tansformed in the Spt regions. This estimated cortical

information flow is consistent with the neural path proposed in the HSFC model [127], which

in turn validated the effectiveness of using the neural oscillatory characteristics to speculate

the information flow along the neural path. Therefore, besides the 4-Hz information flow

tested in the above selected regions, we also investigated the whole cortical connections in

the theta, alpha, beta and gamma bands, as illustrated in Figure 5.7 which we will explain
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Figure 5.5: Intersite phase clustering (ISPC) between cortical sites along the dorsal stream.
(A) Illustration of the path linking the PFC and the SMC. (a1) Illustration of the filtered
signals of the PFC (orange) and the SMC (blue) at 4 Hz. (a2) Distribution of the phase
differences between the PFC and the SMC over the first EVS (369–1099 ms). (B) Illustration
of the path linking the the SMC and the vPMC. (b1) Illustration of the filtered signals of
the SMC (blue) and the vPMC (yellow) at 4 Hz. (b2) Distribution of the phase differences
between the SMC and the vPMC over the first EVS. (C) Illustration of the path linking the
the vPMC and the Spt . (c1) Illustration of the filtered signals of the vPMC (yellow) and
the Spt (green) at 4 Hz. (c2) Distribution of the phase differences between the vPMC and
the Spt over the first EVS.
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later.

5.3.3.3 Amplitude-amplitude coupling (AAC)
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Figure 5.6: Amplitude-amplitude coupling (AAC) results between cortical pairs along the
dual-stream paths. (A) Illustration of the connections between the VC, pMTG/pITG, ATL
and PFC along the ventral stream. (a1) Normalized AAC values between the ATL and the
PFC. (a2) Normalized AAC values between the pMTG/pITG and the ATL. (a3) Normalized
AAC values between the VC and the pMTG/pITG. (B) Illustration of the connections
between the VC with the Spt and PC, and between the PC with the SMC along the dorsal
stream. (b1) Normalized AAC values between the VC and the Spt. (b2) Normalized AAC
values between the VC and the PC. (b3) Normalized AAC values between the SMC and
the PC. (C) Illustration of the the connections between the PFC, SMC, vPMC and Spt
along the dorsal stream. (c1) Normalized AAC values between the SMC and the PFC. (c2)
Normalized AAC values between the SMC and the vPMC. (c3) Normalized AAC values
between the vPMC and the Spt.The y-axis and the x-axis of each AAC plot represent the
frequency range (3-60 Hz) for the first and second cortical component, respectively. The
color-coded AAC values in each plot indicate positive (red) or negative (blue) correlation
between these cortical pairs in corresponding frequency bands.

In addition to the regional nesting patterns revealed in the PAC analysis and the inter-

regional phase relationship revealed in the PPC analyses, we also performed the amplitude-

amplitude coupling (AAC) to examine the excitatory (positive AAC) or inhibitory (negative
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AAC) relations between cortical pairs. It is important to note that AAC itself is not indica-

tive of the information flow directions as the PPC did, nor could it identify all CFC patterns

as the PAC revealed. This is because the CFC is not necessarily accompanied by the increase

or decrease of oscillatory magnitude, rather some synchronization may be formed via time

coding or phase resetting without changing the spiking rates [46, 183]. In Figure 5.6, we illus-

trate the normalized AAC results of some prominent cortical regions with their bidirectional

connections shown in Figure 5.6 A-C and their inter-regional AAC values shown in Figure

5.6 a1-c3. It could be noticed that theta band synchronization (shown as the red block at the

left bottom) and theta-gamma AAC is mainly presented in the ventral stream, especially

between the VC with the pMTG/pITG in (a3), and the pMTG/pITG with the ATL in

(a2). In contrast, theta-alpha AAC between the pMTG/pITG and the VC (a3) is shown as

negative values, indicating opposite oscillatory modulation patterns between the theta and

alpha rhythms. Similar negative relationships could be found between the ATL and PFC in

the theta-alpha and alpha-gamma pairs, reflecting the inhibitory nature of alpha oscillation

in sensory processing tasks. In the dorsal path, the most significant AAC features are the

alpha-beta cross coupling between SMC and PC in (b3), the alpha oscillation in the VC

synchronizing with alpha and beta activities in the Spt and PC (b2 and b1), and the theta

oscillation in the VC negatively correlating with the Spt and PC (b2 and b1). For top-down

organizing the articulatory process, the PFC positively correlate the SMC in the alpha and

beta bands (c1). The SMC send a negative copy of the motor commands in the alpha-beta

bands into the theta-gamma bands of the vPMC (c2). Then the copy of the theta-gamma

codes in the vPMC are transfered in the Spt into alpha activity negatively and theta-gamma

activity positively (c2). Overall, the AAC results echo with the PAC and PPC outcomes

and demonstrated the excitatory nature of the theta-gamma activities and the suppressive

nature of the alpha-beta activities, as well as their inverse relationship in modulating the

speech comprehension and production processes in different functional stages.
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5.3.4 Effective connectivity results

Theta  

Alpha 

Beta 

Gamma

Gaze onset                          Gaze offset                      Speech onset                        Speech offsetB

Theta                                   Alpha                                 Beta                                   Gamma                     A

Figure 5.7: Frequency-specific brain connectivity and network dynamics. (A) Frequency-
resolved cortical connections along the dual-stream based on the PPC results. The ventral
and dorsal paths are distinguished with warm and cold colors, respectively. The arrows in
each cortical map indicate the information flow directions in the corresponding frequency
band. (B) Frequency-specific brain network dynamics during the first EVS based on the
effective connectivity results. The theta and gamma activities are connected with warm
colors whereas the alpha and beta activities are connected with cold colors. In each of the
four stages, namely the gaze onset, gaze offset, speech onset, and speech offset, the sagittal
and axial views of the cortex are shown for illustration.

Apart from the CFC analyses, we performed an effective connectivity analysis across the

whole brain network using multi-variant and frequency-specific Granger causality methods

[184] for comparison with the CFC-based connectivity (as shown in Figure 5.7 (A)) on the one

hand, and for enriching the temporal dynamics of cortical networks (as shown in Figure 5.7

(B)) on the other hand. From the brain network dynamics in Figure 5.7 (B), we could observe

gamma band activities at the gaze onset in the VC for visual processing. Theta oscillation

also shows early participation in the PFC, ATL and PC at the same time. Meanwhile, alpha

oscillation bridged the PFC, vPMC, ATL, and the VC, serving as a mediation for the ventral
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path. During the period between the gaze offset and the speech onset, gamma activity flowed

from the VC to the ATL and connected with the PFC, supposedly for semantic association

and syntactic integration. Beta activities in the PFC, vPMC, and SMC remain inactive until

the speech onset for articulation. During speech programming, slow oscillations in the theta

and alpha bands firstly strengthened around the PC multisensory integration center and the

PFC control networks (in the gaze-onset period), then concentrated in the motor-related

areas in support of the articulatory process (in the speech-onset period). This information

flow followed the dorsal path but in a top-down direction from the higher-cognitive control

to the lower-sensorimotor regions. Towards the speech offset, brain activities gradually

attenuated, leaving some weak PFC-PC connections for the remaining cognitive control. In

summary, the frequency-dependent network dynamics reflected two significant connectivity

features reemerged. One is the organizational hierarchy for the multi-level processing in

different frequency bands. Another is the bidirectional information flows for the top-down

and bottom-up interactions along both the dorsal and ventral paths. In line with the effective

connectivity results in Figure 5.7 (B), the CFC-based neural connections in Figure 5.7 (A)

also reflected frequency-specific functional hierarchies. In the theta band, the ATL serves as

the intermediary in the ventral stream, top-down regulating the pMTG/pITG and the VC

while transferring the associated information up to the PFC. In the dorsal stream, the PFC

organizes the speech production process at a high-level by regulating the motor commands

in the SMC, which downwards to the vPMC, then linking with the Spt and IPL for feedback

control. In the alpha band, two regulatory center, the PFC and PC, bridges the connectivity

path, one direction to the VC where visual processing is conducted, another direction to the

SMC where speech motor processing is executed. In the beta band, activities are focused in

the dorsal stream, concentrating on speech motor cooperation. Finally, in the gamma band,

activities start from with the visual inputs in the VC, one way projecting ventrally along

the temporal lobe and end up in the PFC, another way towards the dorsal path, possibly for

multi-sensory integration in the PC, sensory-motor transform for phonological processing
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in the Spt, and auditory/somatosensory feedback in the vPMC via the projections from

the Spt and IPL. These four frequency-dependent brain networks dissociated the sensory

(visual, auditory, and somatosensory) processing in the gamma band, the speech motor

organization in the beta band, the selective attentional regulation in the alpha band, and

the top-down predictive coding and sensory-motor integration in the theta band. However,

these four networks are not functioning in separations. But exquisitely interact both forward

and backward along the dual streams at different levels.

5.4 Discussion

In this study, we adopted both the behavioral and neurophysiological methods to investigate

the oral sentence reading process, with particular interest in the top-down syntactic and

semantic effects and the underlying neural oscillatory mechanisms. In addition to conven-

tional measurement on the eye-voice span and cortical entrainment, We introduced the CFC

mechanisms in the attempt to bridge the multi-modal and multi-scale hierarchies, as well

as address the ’passive verses active’ controversy. Below, we will expand further discussion

on the behavioral evidence for the syntactic and semantic effects and the cross-frequency

coupling mechanisms involved.

Behavioral evidence for the syntactic and semantic effects

In our oral reading task, participants were asked to read aloud the word sequences,

whereas understanding the meaning of the sentence is not mandatory. However, it turned

out that subjects autonomously initiated semantic comprehension and developed an an-

ticipation for the structural progression. The verification of such semantic and syntactic

involvement can be testified twofold from our design of the sentence composition. First, the

sixteen characters in each sentence were organized in a way that every two characters form a

disyllabic word, yet these characters were presented evenly on the screen without any visual

segmentation cues. The second level is where the eight disyllabic words were further grouped
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into three clauses and the syntactic structures emerged (Figure 5.1 (A)). Our hypothesis is

that if oral sentence reading is a pure bottom-up process in a feed-forward direction, then

undifferentiated treatment to the sixteen characters wold be expected. However, as demon-

strated behaviorally (Figure 5.1), the eye movement trajectory (Figure 5.1 (B)) appeared

with word-grouping effect instead of lexical-wise incrementality. Beside, the EVS decreased

structurally rather than keeping constant. Evidently, the brain is continuously employing

linguistic knowledge to interpret the accumulated information, anticipate the upcoming in-

puts, and adjust the ongoing sensorimotor behaviors. This phenomenon is consistent with

the sensorimotor integration models of movement control [185], which proposed that neural

processing of timing information in the motor system is facilitated by an internal forward

model to generate predictive codes that simulate the associations between motor commands

and expected sensory inputs. In case of externally cued movements, the predictive codes

enable the motor system to estimate the timing of upcoming sensory stimuli to plan and

execute faster responses with higher temporal precision [186]. An additional contributor to

the predictive coding might be related to the syntactic or structural priming effect [RN322,

187, 188]. It refers to the tendency to optimize the sentence reading strategy due to the prior

experience of structurally similarity (“prime”) sentences [189]. Presumably, the structurally

congruent sentences in our materials primed the subjects with an internal syntactic represen-

tation with relatively fixed (i.e. predictable) timing intervals, thus leads to the development

of a predictive code with faster responses [190].

Cross-frequency coupling mechanisms in speech production and comprehen-

sion

Cross-frequency coupling (CFC) in neuronal coding and communication has emerged as

a topic of growing interest [191]. The coupling across multiple frequency bands has been

found to be an ideal mechanism for cognitive flexibility, allowing for dynamic reconfigura-

tion of neural ensembles/circuit at various spatiotemporal scales [192]. This is particularly

suitable for organizing sentence structures with tree-like hierarchy and dealing with frequent
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transformation at different levels and stages during speech production and comprehension.

The involved cortical oscillations span a broad range of frequencies that originate from var-

ious sources and are associated with distinct cognitive functionalities [18]. Fast gamma

oscillations occur spontaneously at low amplitudes and increase transiently in response to

sensory stimuli [193]. Their role in the processing of sensory information has been associated

with binding low-level stimulus features within local cortical circuits [194]. Meanwhile, the

predominantly bottom-up-directed gamma operations are temporally coordinated by slower

rhythms in a top-down direction [195]. The slower rhythm could be alpha oscillation, which

are cortically widespread and regionally attenuated by a diverse range of sensory stimuli or

mental activities [36]. For example, alpha desynchronization (ERD) is commonly seen in the

occipital alpha oscillation during eye opening, and in the frontal eye fields that control eye

movements [196]. Alpha ERD has also been identified in the sensorimotor system prior and

during movements (also called ’mu’ rhythm) [37] and in the auditory regions in response to

acoustic stimuli (also called ’tau’ rhythm) [38]. In theory, alpha oscillation stems from rhyth-

mic fluctuation of inhibitory neurons, thus its ERD reflects a state of comparatively high

excitability [28]. Nevertheless, alpha ERD are not simply a result of sensory engagement but

reflect internal mental processing with top-down control, such as attention and expectation

[197, 198, 169]. Beside, alph ERD has also been linked with semantic long-term memory per-

formance [199], where the search and retrieval processes are reflected in the thalamo-cortical

feedback loops via alpha-gamma coupling [16]. Therefore, alpha-gamma coupling could both

serve for initial sensory gating and sensory recognition via long-term memory retrieval [200].

Another slow rhythm that could modulate gamma oscillation is the theta rhythm. Theta

responds in different and opposite ways with alpha [199, 166]. Instead of desynchroniza-

tion, theta synchronize (ERS) to encode input information, which is often found along the

temporal lobe via hippocampo-cortical feedback loops, and goes to the prefrontal cortex as

short-term or working memory (WM) [36]. WM is clearly important for language compre-

hension, such as keeping track of many levels of sentences or using prior interpretations to
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correctly predict subsequent items, etc. [201]. Theta cycles that close to syllabic-scale en-

velops are well-suited to group gamma-carried segments into word units in the WM. These

word units could be further grouped into phrases or clauses, which is assumed to be con-

ducted via delta-theta coupling [113, 149]. Indeed, delta oscillation is often found in the

ATL where syntactic structure is supposed to be formed [202] and in the PFC-PC network

where cognitive control related to syntactic structure is modulated [203]. Shortly, delta-

theta-gamma oscillations forms a hierarchy of CFC that could parse sentence structure at

clausal, lexical and phonological levels [113].

In addition to cortical oscillations related to sensory comprehension as above mentioned,

beta oscillations have been recognized in the sensorimotor system during motor preparation

and execution [41]. Beta synchronization are particularly pronounced during steady contrac-

tions but become desynchronized by voluntary movements [75, 204, 205, 206]. Beta ERD in

motor execution engage not just motor structures, such as the motor and premotor cortex,

the basal ganglia, the cerebellum and even the peripheral effectors [75], but also return from

muscle to the central nervous system via feedback afferent pathways to the somatosensory

cortex [29]. The beta coherence between M1 and S1 suggests a senorimotor role of beta oscil-

lation that allows sensory feedbacks to be interpreted in the context of the motor command

that produced it [207, 29]. Several studies have shown that beta ERD can change depending

on the expectancy of a forthcoming event, reflecting an anticipatory tendency [208, 209].

Moreover, beta ERD is always concurrent with alpha ERD but with different functionalities.

The alpha ERD is supposed to originate from distributed sensory networks that contributes

to establishing predictive codes during the planning phase of movement [82], while the beta

ERD is supposed to originate from somatotopically organized motor control areas and sus-

tain both before and after the onset of movement [173]. Meanwhile, beta ERD is also biased

by delta oscillation in the PFC based on the linguistic context and task goals [210, 211]. In

sum, the CFC mechanisms provide an oscillatory framework that could organize the dual-

stream hierarchy for ventral semantic comprehension and dorsal motor execution at multiple
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linguistic scales.

5.5 Summary

Experiment 2 investigated the spatiotemporal dynamics and neural oscillatory mechanisms of

oral sentence reading. It was found that during oral sentence reading, syntactic and semantic

knowledge could top-down influence the visual perception and speech production from the

bottom-up. The effective communication between higher-cognitive and lower-sensorimotor

cortices is supposed to be mechanistically implemented by a system of neural oscillatory

hierarchy via the cross-frequency coupling in various forms. In this framework, slow delta

rhythm in the prefrontal-parietal control network with larger spatiotemporal coverage coor-

dinate the whole brain network with an underlying syntactic structure. It couples with alpha

oscillation broad-wide for the regulation of excitation or inhibition in specific regions. Alpha-

gamma coupling then serves selective sensory (visual, auditory, somatosensory) perception,

and feature extraction from long-term memory retrieval. The identified sensory code could

be further coded as WM via theta-gamma and theta-alpha couplings in the ATL. Delta

also couples with theta oscillation in the ATL for the transformation from WM encoding to

WM maintenance, which forms a syntactic structure and in turn develops an anticipatory

code that could be used for both anticipatory perception of sensory input and predictive

coding of motor commands. Delta is also supposed to modulate beta via delta-alpha-beta

chain couplings to forward the motor program into motor command. The sensory feedback

after motor execution reenters the ascending path via alpha-gamma coupling, thus forming a

complete loop, namely sensory perception - semantic comprehension - higher-cognitive reg-

ulation - motor execution - sensory feedback, nested via fast-slow-fast oscillatory couplings.

This framework could be used to coordinate the hierarchical circuits that we propose in the

SPAC model from an oscillatory perspective and explain the underlying neural mechanisms

as we will elaborate in the the next chapter.



Chapter6

An interactive speech production and

comprehension (SPAC) model

In this Chapter, we will propose a neurofunctional model of speech production and compre-

hension (SPAC) based on the spatiotemporal brain network dynamics and the neural oscilla-

tory (cross-frequency coupling) patterns revealed from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. The

SPAC model is organized as interconnected hierarchical neural circuits, corresponding to the

hierarchical linguistic units in the sentence structure. And the functions of the SPAC model

is based on a hierarchical neural oscillatory system, in which multiple frequency bands are

nested together in various CFC forms. The SPAC incorporates the spatial-temporal-spectral

aspects of brain network activities into a principled framework, and is supposed to better

our comprehensive understanding of the speech production and comprehension processes as

well as their interactions.

6.1 The functional structure of the SPAC model

Figure 6.1 illustrates the neurofunctional model for speech production and comprehension

(SPAC) with the functional anatomy of cortical regions shown in Figure 6.1 A and the

schematic diagram of information flow shown in Figure 6.1 B. In the functional anatomy,

cortical regions shaded with different colors corresponds to the different PAC patterns, con-
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Figure 6.1: Neurofunctional model for speech production and comprehension (SPAC). (A)
Functional anatomy of the SPAC model. Regions shaded with different colors corresponds
to the different CFC patterns, consistent with those in Figure 5.3. (B) Schematic diagram of
the SPAC mocel. The bottom-up (feedforward) and top-down (feedback) information flows
are indicated by black and red arrows, respectively. The triangular and dot arrowheads
represent excitatory and inhibitory effects on the downward regions.
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sistent with those in Figure 5.3. Distributed cortical regions with shared CFC patterns were

linked based on directions indicated by the PPC results (Figure 5.4). The excitatory and

inhibitory inter-regional relations were illustrated with triangular and dot arrowheads respec-

tively based on the AAC results in Figure 5.6. In addition, the bottom-up (feedforward) and

top-down (feedback) information flows are indicated by black and red arrows respectively in

the schematic diagram.

6.1.1 Sentence-level organization

The diagram is structured at five levels. From the bottom to the top covers the sentential

level, the lexical level, the syllabic level, the phonemic level and the orofacial level. The model

starts from the sensory input, which is the visual cortex where the character forms of the word

sequences are perceived in our oral reading task. But we also included the auditory modality

to generalize the SPAC model to other speech tasks involving production and comprehension,

such as auditory repetition. The sensory information then flows in two directions. One flow

goes along the ventral stream to the sensory-meaning interface in the pMTG/pITG for lexical

interpretation, which then heads for semantic association and syntactic integration in the

ATL, and forward to the frontal lobe (the PFC and vPMC) where the extracted sensory

features could be transferred into appropriate actions. Another flow goes towards the Spt,

the polysensory coordinate interface for phonological transformation between the sensory

and motor forms [212, 73]. This transformation could also be achieved via the access to the

lexical representation center (pMTG/pITG) first, then to the phonological center (Spt). The

trandformed phonological form then forward to the speech programming center in the vPMC.

The motor cortex (M1) in the SMC execute the speech motor plan by descending the signals

to the vocal tract with the regulation of basal ganglia and cerebellum for finer tuning. On

the other hand, the motor command is also supposed to be copied to the vPMC for forward

prediction. This internal forward prediction in the SFC and HSFC models occurred at two

level. At the auditory syllabic level, the motor features are transformed through the Spt
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interface to the STG/STS to compare with the auditory feedback. At the somatosensory

phonemic level, it is transformed through the IPL interface to the somatosensory regions (S1)

for sensorimotor integration. These error corrections are in turn sent back to the vPMC for

further programming of the motor commands. Besides these two feedforward and feedback

loops, we added another circuits for feedforward and feedback control at the sentence level

based on the syntactic structure and semantic associations. This circuit involves the internal

forward predictions from the vPMC to the semantic association center in the ATL, and

compared in the lexical center in the pMTG/pITG with the sensory input. Moreover, this

internal prediction and error correction are supposed to be regulated by the higher-level

control in the PFC-PC cognitive network.

6.1.2 bidirectional organization

In addition to extending the SPAC model to the sentence level, another prominent feature of

is the CFC explanation for the underlying neural communication mechanisms. As shown in

the cortical connectivity maps on the left of Figure 6.1, we draw out the bidirectional arrows

to represent the bottom-up and top-down communications between higher cognitive and

lower sensorimotor regions. The forward and backward flows are supposed to be carried in

different frequency bands depending on the specific communicators as differentiated by dif-

ferent color lines. The dual-stream model [68] also proposes some degree of bi-directionality

in both the dorsal and ventral pathways, however, the details are not elaborated nor the

neural oscillatory mechanisms explained. Conceptually, the effect of top-down control over

the bottom-up process could be considered as a modification in the communication structure

between brain areas [23], which may play out in a number of ways based on our results, such

as the syntactic and semantic effect via theta-gamma coupling, the selective attention via

alpha-gamma coupling, and the speech programming via theta-beta coupling, etc. Another

important point to mention is the relationship between the ventral semantic comprehension

and the dorsal speech production. Although we emphasized in last paragraph the sequential
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order of comprehension followed by production, in fact the reversed order may apply in terms

of priority. Essentially, in the oral reading process, articulation is the primary purpose and

comprehension the concomitant assistance. This idea has its evolutionary root of survival

selection, in which survival depends on an appropriate action taken based on correct inter-

pretation of the sensory input. In this view of motor primacy, the purpose of the brain is to

guide action, whereas perception and cognition arise to adjust and optimize the actively on-

going process of the action selection [27]. Thus, our experimental support for the top-down

regulation may be less of comprehension and anticipation, but more of the early preparation

for a rhythmic and natural oral reading process [48]. In sum, the SPAC model levels up the

speech production scheme to the sentence level and incorporates the organizational hierarchy

at the syntactic, lexical and syllable levels for psycholinguistic representation as well as the

motor and orofacial circuits for speech motor control (as hierarchically listed by the left side

of the diagram).

6.2 Hierarchical circuits in the SPAC model

From a functional organization perspective, the SPAC model involves (1) a higher-level cog-

nitive control circuit in the PFC and PC network for multisensory integration and internal

regulation. (2) a semantic comprehension and prediction circuit in the ventral stream, which

includes a sensory-semantic interface in the pMTG/pITG and a syntactic or compositional

semantic center in the ATL; (3) a phonological-motor circuit in the dorsal stream, which in-

cludes the vPMC, Spt, and STG/STS for internal motor programming and auditory feedback

at the syllabic level. (4) a somatosensory-motor circuit in the dorsal stream, which includes

the vPMC, IPL, and S1 for internal motor programming and somatosensory feedback at the

phonemic level. (5) a motor execution circuit in the dorsal stream and subcortical regions,

which includes the M1, basal ganglia, cerebellum and vocal tract.
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6.2.1 Higher-order cognitive control circuit

The higher-order cognitive control circuit involves cortical regions mainly in the PFC-PC

network (the bottom row of circuits in Figure 6.1 B). It is supposed to be the source of

top-down control over the ventral and dorsal streams in goal directioning, WM maintaining,

predictive coding, motor planning, and behavioral monitoring, etc [213]. And the neural

oscillatory mechanisms involved is supposed to via delta coupling with theta and alpha

oscillations for short-/long-term memory encoding and selective attention inhibition [214,

215], which further couple with gamma and beta oscillations for low-level sensory and motor

processing [216, 186]. A minimal requirement for a mechanism of top-down control is the

convergence of diverse information, meaning it has access to diverse information about both

the internal state of the system and the external state of the world [217]. And the PFC-PC

circuit is anatomically and rhythmically well situated to meet this requirement [218]. For

instance, the multisensory neurons in the PC receive feed-forward converging inputs from

sensory-specific areas, allowing the merging of information from different senses [RN3563].

It connects with the PFC densely, which sends and receives projections from virtually all

cortical sensory systems, motor systems, and many subcortical structures [219]. The slow

delta waves carrying on these fibers could involve large neuronal populations over long time

periods, which enables effective communication with long-distance assemblies in both direc-

tions [220]. Besides, the PFC is well-known for its capability of active WM maintenance

[201], which is clearly important for language comprehension by keeping track of many levels

of linguistic units and form syntactic structure, etc [201]. And the internal representation

of goals in the WM is necessary for the anticipation of sensory input and the behavior they

govern [213].
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6.2.2 Ventral semantic comprehension and prediction circuit

The semantic comprehension and prediction circuit involves cortical regions in the ATL,

pMTG/pITG and sensory input regions (the second bottom circuit in the SPAC model).

This definition is basically consistent with classical localization of the ventral stream for com-

prehension, except that we consider both the visual and auditory modalities as the sensory

input and emphasize the top-down syntactic influence. The neuronal function of this network

mainly includes the bottom-up sensory input and recognition (via alpha-gamma CFC along

the VC-pMTG/pITG path), semantic comprehension and WM encoding (via theta-gamma

CFC along the pMTG/pITG-ATL path), as well as top-down regulation (via delta-alpha and

delta-theta couplings along the ATL-pMTG/pITG-VC path). In this bidirectional process,

the ATL holds an intermediate position that both converge the visual information in the

VC and lexical information in the pMTG/pITG and forward the semantic associations to

the PFC for high-level integration [221]. Meanwhile, it receives the regulatory commands

and predictive coding from the PFC and descending them to the pMTG/pITG and VC to

influence the low-level perceptual processing [203]. Such semantic comprehension and tem-

poral expectation with syntactic constraints could be an automatic process[157], and have a

profound influence on the structural EVS strategy and faster accessing times during sentence

oral reading [222].

6.2.3 Dorsal motor-phonetic circuit

The dorsal motor-phonetic circuit involves cortical regions in the vPMC, Spt and sensory

regions, including the VC for visual input and the STG/STS for auditory feedback (third

row of circuits in the SPAC model). The circuits mainly serves for sensory-motor interaction

for phonological processing in both forward and backward directions. On the one hand, the

visual input from VC is transformed into phonological code in the Spt (via alpha-gamma

coupling), which is further forwarded to the vPMC for speech motor programming at the
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syllabic level(via theta-gamma coupling). One the other hand, the vPMC functions under

linguistic constraints from PFC (via delta-theta and delta-alpha couplings) and transforms

them into phonological features in the Spt (via theta-gamma coupling), where they are

compared with auditory feedback from the STG/STS (via alpha-gamma coupling). The error

correction is then send back to the vPMC for future motor programming (via theta-gamma

coupling) [127]. In this bottom-up - top-down/feedforward - feedback loop, the Spt region

serves as a low-level sensory-motor interface that transforms between the visual/auditory

inputs and the motor-related phonological codes [73]. Whereas the vPMC serves as a higher-

level sensory-motor interface that collects the sensory features for speech programming and

pass down the syntactic-constraint motor commands for prediction and error correction.

6.2.4 Dorsal motor-somatosensory circuit

The dorsal motor-somatosensory circuit involves cortical regions in the vPMC, IPL and

SMC (the second row of circuits in the SPAC model). The function of this circuit forms a

bidirectional triangle, in which the motor command is copied along the SMC (M1)-vPMC

path (via delta-alpha coupling) and transformed into somatosensory features in the IPL

sensory-motor interface predictively (via theta-gamma coupling). Meanwhile, the external

somatosensory feedback reaches the SMC (S1) and extracted as somatosensory features in

the IPL (via alpha-gamma and alpha-beta coupling). The differences between the predicted

and feedback somatosensory differences would be error-coded and sent back to the vPMC

for speech programming correction (via theta-gamma coupling). Again, in this circuit, the

vPMC act as the higher-level of sensory-motor interface, while the IPL act as the low-level

sensorimotor interface for motor feature programming. Its worth to mention that the motor

programming part of the two dorsal motor circuits also involve the participation of the PFC,

SMA, and the basal ganglia [41]. And the sensorimotor calibration parts of these two circuits

also involve the participation of the PC and cerebellum [223].
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6.2.5 Articulatory control circuit

The articulatory control circuit involves cortical regions in the SMC, and subcortical regions

in the basal ganglia, thalamus and cerebellum (the top row of circuits in the SPAC model).

An extention of this network could also include the PFC, PC, and vPMC [224, 225]. Beta

oscillations have been found to be critical for the function of this circuit [226]. Tradition-

ally, the basal ganglia were thought to be involved in the selection and inhibition of action

commands, whereas the cerebellum was supposed to be involved in real-time fine tuning of

movement [227]. More recent advances emphasize their nonmotor, cognitive functions [228].

From a computational viewpoint, it has been suggested that The cerebellum is specialized

for supervised learning and is involved in externally driven (e.g. visually guided) activi-

ties [229]. The basal ganglia are specialized for reinforcement learning and is involved in

internally generated (e.g. memory-guided) actions [230]. Moreover, the cerebral cortex is

specialized for unsupervised learning based on neural plasticity and reciprocal connections

within and between cortical areas [227]. Specific behaviors can be realized and benefit from

the combination of multiple learning modules.

6.3 The interactive nature of the SPAC model

One prominent feature of the SPAC model is that it takes the active nature of speech pro-

cessing into consideration, with forward and backward loops in both the ventral and dorsal

streams. To avoid confusion, in the SPAC model, we define the information flow from the

external (visual, auditory, somatosensory) input or feedback to the higher-cognitive center

(the PFC, PC, ATL, and vPMC) as bottom-up (feedback), and the internal regulation and

prediction over sensorimotor regions as top-down (feedforward). In the diagram of the SPAC

model, the bottom-up and top-down directions are marked with black and red arrows, re-

spectively. As we have described in the hierarchical organization of the SPAC model, all

level of circuits (the articulatory control circuit, the dorsal motor-somatosensory/phonetic
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circuits and the ventral semantic comprehension and prediction circuit) involve bidirectional

interactions that are regulated under the PFC-PC higher-cognitive control circuit. Par-

ticularly, in the two dorsal motor circuits, the vPMC plays a critical role as a high-level

sensory-motor interface that communicates with the PFC via delta-alpha and delta-theta

coupling for ascending the integrated sensory feedbacks and descending the high-level in-

structions (e.g., psycholinguistic constraints and motor control commands). Meanwhile, the

vPMC interacts with the Spt and IPL for predicting the auditory and somatosensory fea-

tures from the motor commands and receiving the feedback corrections via theta-gamma

coupling in the opposite directions [132, 167]. In the ventral semantic circuit, the ATL takes

a central role of intermediation, equivalent to the vPMC in the dorsal stream. On the one

hand, the ATL associate lexical semantics retrieved from the pMTG/pITG via theta-gamma

coupling, and forward the structured WM code to the PFC via delta-theta coupling. On

the other hands, the ATL receives syntactic constraints and attentional instruction from the

PFC via delta-theta and delta-alpha couplings, and pass down to the pMTG/pITG and VC

for guiding the lexical retrieval and visual processes. Moreover, the ATL and vPMC also

interact closely to exchange the linguistic constraints with the speech motor program. This

added ventral semantic circuits fills up the black box of the conceptual system in the HSFC

model [127] and linked the speech comprehension and production systems into an integrated

speech chain.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a neurofunctional model of speech production and compre-

hension (SPAC) to summarize the results we found from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2.

The SPAC model extended the current prevailing speech models, namely the dual-stream

model and the HSFC model, from the lexical level to the sentence level. It is organized as

five interconnected hierarchical neural circuits, including (1) a higher-level cognitive control
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circuit in the PFC and PC network for multisensory integration and internal regulation.

(2) a semantic comprehension and prediction circuit in the ventral stream, which includes

a sensory-semantic interface in the pMTG/pITG and a syntactic or compositional semantic

center in the ATL; (3) a phonological-motor circuit in the dorsal stream, which includes the

vPMC, Spt, and STG/STS for internal motor programming and auditory feedback at the

syllabic level. (4) a somatosensory-motor circuit in the dorsal stream, which includes the

vPMC, IPL, and S1 for internal motor programming and somatosensory feedback at the

phonemic level. (5) a motor execution circuit in the dorsal stream and subcortical regions,

which includes the M1, basal ganglia, cerebellum and vocal tract. Besides providing with

spatiotemporal brain network network dynamics, we also explained with cross-frequency

coupling mechanisms for the neural oscillatory operation. This CFC framework mediated

the controversy of the passive-vs-active nature of the brain functions and linked the speech

production and comprehension into a coherent speech chain.



Chapter7

Conclusion

7.1 Summary

Human speech communication, as an incredible manifestation of human intelligence, entails

intricate temporal-spatial-spectral coordination of brain network dynamics. The combina-

tion of high-density electrophysiological data and behavioral data recording, together with

advanced computational algorithms approved to be an effective way to trace dynamics brain

activities and relate the behavioral patterns with cognitive operations. By using these inno-

vative methods, we found that speech perception and production as a tightly linked speech

chain, share overlapping networks and tend to function together in both listening and speak-

ing tasks. They involve a ventral semantic comprehension and prediction circuit, a dorsal

motor-phonetic circuit, a dorsal motor-somatosensory circuit, a sucortical (basal ganglia and

cerebellum) circuit, and a higher-cognitive control circuit. These circuits are hierarchically

organized and represent and process information at multiple linguistic levels and spatiotem-

poral scales. In this framework, information is not transferred unidirectionally or serially,

rather it involves parallel and highly interactive channels carried on multi-frequency oscil-

lations. Fast gamma oscillation carries the low-level fine features of the external stimuli

bottom-up to the primary sensory regions. Alpha oscillations, originated from the thala-

mus inhibitory neurons, selectively suppress to allow the attended sensory information get
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through. Meanwhile, the alpha-gamma coupling serves in the thalamo-cortical feedback

loops for extracting the sensory codes from long-term memory. Theta-gamma coupling, on

the other hand, transforms the sensory codes into short-term or working memory based on

the context. This function also relates to the temporal property of the theta cycle, which

is close to the speech envelop and fitted for grouping (sub)phonemetic segments into in-

terpretable lexical units. The above sensory perception and comprehension processes are

performed along the ventral stream, where the semantic meaning associated in the ATL are

then forwarded to the prefrontal lobe for the formation of syntactic structures and further

instructions based on that. The bigger context associated with the syntactic structure is car-

ried via slow delta oscillation and can be broad regulative via the prefrontal-parietal cognitive

control network. The PFC-PC network modulate the excitation or inhibition of distinctive

brain regions via delta-alpha coupling. The alpha oscillation could also couple with beta

oscillation in the sensorimotor regions to coordinate the speech motor programming along

the dorsal root. In this process, alpha desynchronization is associated with distributed sen-

sory networks and contributes to establishing predictive codes during the planning phase of

movement. Beta desynchronziation is predominant in the motor and somatosensory regions

and sustained during the planning and execution process. After articulation, the auditory

and somatosensory feedback is compared with the internal sensory predictions in the Spt

and IPL respectively, and the error corrections would be send back to the vPMC for further

speech motor programming. Underlying such complex coordination is a system of neural

oscillations coupling with each other in a task-wise manner. With different temporal win-

dows and spatial coverage, these frequencies are suitable for carrying multi-level information

and grouping multi-scale networks distinctively. For information exchange and inter-regional

functional transfer at different levels, the cross-frequency coupling (CFC) mechanisms are

well-suited to bridge the cortical representational hierarchies. In short, the system of hierar-

chical oscillations and the mechanism of cross-frequency coupling are supposed to mediate

across multi-spatiotemporal scales, build the bridge for effective communication between the
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external input and output with the internal mental lexicon, and form the feedforward and

feedback loops between the ventral semantic and dorsal motor control circuits. Finally, based

on the spatial architecture, temporal progression, and cross-frequency coupling patterns, we

propose a neurofunctional model for the speech production and comprehension processes

(SPAC). This comprehensive temporal-spatial-spectral framework promises to deepen our

understanding of the fundamental human speech functions and be of referential values for

the advancement of human-machine interactions.

7.2 Contributions

7.2.1 Brain network construction.

This study integrated the temporal, spatial, and spectral aspects of brain dynamics into a

unified framework to explain the speech production and comprehension processes. These

three aspects used to be investigated separately, which is not sufficient to provide a compre-

hensive view of the dynamic changing brain organizations. Our work bridged this gap and

made it more intuitive to infer the neural mechanisms underlying the speech functions.

From the comprehensive brain network dynamics, we found that the motor system along

the dorsal stream actively participated in the listening task (Experiment 1), and the semantic

comprehension system along the ventral stream actively participated in the oral reading

task (Experiment 2). These results indicate that speech production and comprehension are

not separate systems that function on their own. Instead they form a tightly interactive

speech chain that mutually develop and rely on each other in various speech tasks. Besides,

we found that the hierarchical linguistic structure could be correspondingly processed by

neural oscillations at different frequency bands, and the coordination of linguistic units at

multiple scales are achieved via cross-frequency coupling mechanisms. These findings are not

obviously available unless we inspect from a comprehensive and dynamic perspective. Thus

it is crucial to integrate the spatial, temporal, and spectral aspects into a unified framework.
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7.2.2 Neurofunctional model building.

This study constructed a neurofunctional model of speech production and comprehension

(SPAC), which not only integrated and extended previous models for speech processing

from lexical level to sentence level, but also incorporated the idea of feedforward/feedback

(bottom-up/top-down) into the dynamic organizing system. More importantly, it gives a

neural oscillatory explanation for the communication across the network structure, which

is more fundamental in providing a deeper insight in the underlying neural mechanisms of

speech functions. The CFC framework mediate the disputes in theories of sentence pro-

cessing over who first (semantic or syntactic), parallel or serial, top-down or bottom-up, by

assuming that both the interactions between visual input and semantic comprehension, as

well as between semantic association and syntactic structure are bidirectional and parallel.

These two-way communications are supported by the cross-frequency coupling between fast

oscillation for forwarding fine-structure representations and slow oscillation for down-warding

higher-level regulations. This is supposed to benefit our further understanding of the speech

functions, and help us elucidate how our brain works ultimately.

7.2.3 Multi-modal data integration.

This study exemplified the feasibility of integrating multi-modal data acquisition system

for simultaneous tracking of cognitive and behavioral patterns. The combination of high-

density EEG recording with developed computational algorithms instantiated the successful

application of these techniques into balancing the trade-off between temporal and spatial

resolutions and exploring the highly complex speech functions. Therefore, it provides a

technical reference for future studies in cognitive research.
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7.3 Future Plans

For our future studies, we may apply the SPAC neurofunctional model to other speech

production and comprehension tasks to test its validaty and applcability. Further, the in-

sight from the SPAC model (e.g., the hierarchical feedforward and feedback organization,

the top-down and bottom-up interactions and temporal-spatial-spectral dynamics) may have

reference values in machine learning and applied to artificial neural network construction.

Also it is important to create a two-way flow of insights between research on human and

machine-based intelligence. We may also apply deep learning methods for analyzing increas-

ingly large datasets and offers new models for exploring brain function.

7.3.1 Application to machine learning methods

7.3.1.1 hierarchical oscillatory framework

The SPAC model, different from other neurofunctional models that focuses on the regional

functionality (functional separation) or inter-regional connectivity (functional integration),

but provides a neural oscillatory framework explains the brain operation from a deeper un-

derlying structure. The oscillatory framework may be referential for some of the bottlenecks

faced in artificial neural networks. Early connectionism (from perceptron onwards) was in-

spired by the distributed nature of neural systems and the circuits in the neocortex and

the cerebellum. These architectures led directly to the deep convolutional structures that

revolutionized image processing. However, there are some unavoidable limitations in these

structures. For example, the hierarchical structures in these artificial networks are embed-

ded in the gradually deeper layers that could neither go limitless nor function in parallel. In

contrast, the oscillatory framework could define oscillatory frequencies with arbitrary values

and nesting these oscillations in a parallel functioning network. Moreover, in the deep learn-

ing networks, each node need to be assigned for each feature at every level. This will quickly
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lead to data explosion and limit further expansion. In contrast, the communication-through-

coherence (CTC) in the neural oscillatory principle overcomes this bottleneck by assuming

that neurons fire together wire together, thus could assemble neural network flexibly at ar-

bitrary scales. Artificial neural networks could surely benefit from these neural oscillatory

and network properties in their network construction.

7.3.1.2 Memory and attention

In the SPAC model, some of the important features that we emphasize include the top-

down regulations based on memory and attention. These are achieved by alpha-gamma

coupling along the thalamo-corical ascending path (alpha-inhibition for selective attention),

alpha-gamma coupling in the thalamo-cortical feedback loops (long-term memory retrieval),

and theta-gamma coupling in the hippocampo-cortical loops (short-term or working memory

retrieval). Taking inspiration from the brain, the IBM Research team recently used machine

learning techniques to develop computational models of attention and memory that are able

to adapt to new environments while retaining their old memories [231]. This challenge can

be broken down into short term adaptation, where there is little time to change a system

and train it on what to pay attention to, and long term adaptation that is inspired by how

the human brain forms memory and how neuroplasticity (e.g., adult neurogenesis) affects

this process. In their design for the attention mechanism, the algorithm learns to quickly

focus its attention on the right input based on a reward (i.e. feedback from its environment)

obtained during the task. The higher the reward, the more attention it will place on a

certain piece of input. This algorithm could further benefit from the alpha-gamma oscillatory

mechanism by setting the external input with reward values (analogous to gamma amplitude)

and presetting the internal attention deployment (analogous to alpha phase), and the over-

threshold external input (high gamma amplitude and alpha trough) could be considered as

prominent and processed with priority. This mechanism allows multiple sensory stimuli to be

processed in parallel but with priority order in different phases. Another application for the
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long term learning is inspired by the memory forming process in the hippocampus. While

synaptic plasticity, i.e. the changing strength of neuronal connections during learning, is the

standard approach to neural net training, other types of plasticity, such as neurogenesis, can

inspire novel learning methods, where the architecture of the network constantly adapts in

response to the changing environment during lifelong learning. Beside the long-term memory,

the working memory mechanism (theta-gamma coupling) as revealed in the SPAC model may

provide more flexibility by coupling the current context and expectation (via internal theta

entrainment) with retrieved long-term memory code (gamma oscillatory patterns) and form

a specific code for the current purpose.

7.3.1.3 Supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning

In the SPAC model, we mentioned that the cerebral cortex, the basal ganglia, and the the

cerebellum are specialized for different types of learning. From a computational viewpoint,

it has been suggested that the cerebral cortex is specialized for unsupervised learning based

on Hebbian plasticity and reciprocal connections within and between cortical areas [227].

The basal ganglia is specialized for reinforcement learning (RL) based on the reward signal

encoded in the dopaminergic fibers from the substantia nigra [230]. And the cerebellum is

specialized for supervised learning based on the error signal encoded in the climbing fibers

and the replication of arbitrary input–output mapping that was learned elsewhere in the

brain.[229]. Currently, machine learning algorithms are using (1) supervised learning to train

the modesl and predict outcomes (e.g., support vector machines (SVM), neural-network); (ii)

unsupervised learning for data clustering, dimensionality reduction, graph network modeling,

etc that are best suited for uncovering unknown statistical properties of the data set; and

(3) reinforcement learning with the concept of better predictions based on dopamine-based

reward system. There is no doubt that the principles from neuroscience and human behavior

have led to groundbreaking ideas and practices in machine learning and could forward the

progress by combining these specialized learning models into an organized artificial neural
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network.

7.3.2 Learning from machine learning methods

Machine Learning, in particular deep learning, has become an important tool in compu-

tational neuroscience to bridge the gap between models and data. Recent experimental

techniques in neuroscience yield an increasing amount of rich data that can be fitted with

complex models using novel machine learning techniques. This provides a great opportu-

nity to strengthen the link between complex theoretical models and data. For instance, not

only have deep networks set new standards in predicting responses of neural populations

to arbitrary stimuli and the synthesis of novel stimuli for experimental manipulation, but

novel probabilistic machine learning techniques also help to fit parameters of simulation-

based (spiking) models to data. At the same time, deep learning serves as an inspiration

for how biological networks could learn complex problems using biologically plausible learn-

ing rules. Our future studies could surely benefit form deep learning methods by relating

high-dimensional neural data to high-dimensional behavior and using regression models to

capture the behavioral or sensory features relate to neural activities.
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